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CHAPTER I
INTROiXJCTTON
Purposes 'i-'^ '' ax'^<; of this thesis,*^- During the school year of
1934 the miter i'ivst undertook the building of units for his eighth-
grade classes in United States History. Previous to that time, his
teaching •.vas c^-^^ '^i nted almost -i-oTly by the forr^al que stion-and-a^' -- •-''>'
method. Because of suggestions from his principal he became interested
in unit organization of subject matter. Several units, although very
imperfectly made, ".«re tried - ' * s classes. The-'-- grat'^-'' '
^
results^ in both the achievement and the interest of the pupils. The
vTriter found himself examining text books, xwhich the authors and
publishers claimed to be adapted to unit organization of subject matter
His interest finally le^d him to enroll as a student at Boston
Ur5versT'-y ir "^r . Roy 0. 3illett*s corT-ss in "Unit Assignment in
Secondary i^du cation," Many of the ideas and much of the terrainology
used in the building of units and unit assignments in this thesis are
to be credited directly to Di'. Billett's course. In this thesi? -^^^^^
Y/riter does not propose to defend the psychological ideas or the
terminology used in this plan for the unit organization of subject
m.atter. Rather, the purpose '-'^ spply those ideas and that
terminology in th e reorganization of a course in United States History.
':he -writer's observations and readings, he feels sure that
much history teaching is based almost ',#iolly upon rote memory about
persons, events, and dates. I'lThile all this may be logical and

scientific, it is neither psychological nor wholly practical. The
^'rrit'=-r's endeavor has been to onnr-,-':riic+ vmits that are n-^ a rs-'^oholof^ical
nature and which v/ill develop, in pupils, desirable judgnients and
appreciations as well as a fund of factual information. His aims in
this thesis are two. First, he has sought to develop idea-- -^^y
improving his ovv-n technique in the planning of un3.ts and unit
assignments. Second, it has been his purpose to build units, and
unit assignments that will be helpfully suggestive to other educators
v/orking in the subject-matter field of United States History,
Comrnunity, school and class of pupils for v/hom the units '/vere
prepared.-- The community referred to is a small village, v/hich has a
school population of about 416, Many of the adult inhabitants are
foreio'ri iT^-^r)
,
c^'riT^'''' Tot +be ^roE-i- rart, from. Ital-''', i^rance, and
Central Europe. The chief industries in this corainunity are that of a
textile mill and farming.
The school in this community has a staff of a principal, an office
secretary, 15 full-time teachers, and two part time teachers. The
seventh, eighth and ninth grades have the junior-high-school
organization. Six of the full-time teachers, as well as the two on
part tim.e, are assigned to these grades. The junior-iiigh school has
an enrollment of 136 pupils. The office secretary has, as one of her
duties, the typing and mimeographing of unit assignments, whenever
requested to do so by subject teachers.
The class, which the v-.Titer has kept in nind as he r-reTiared these
mits, consists of 46 pupils. About one-fourth of these are of

foreign-born parents. In this group of pupils the Intellegence Quotients
have a range fr on 72 to 138. The averap-e is 106. Chronologically, the
ages range from 12 years and seven Tnonths, to 15 years and one month.
The average ^or this is 15 years and four months. Based upon Test A;
Silent Reading ooiu^rfcuensj.ozT, Iowa Ev6;ry-i-u].-il Tests of Basic Skills,
1937, the class, when tested in October of 1937, had a reading ability
range from ten years and six months to sixteen years. The average
reading ability for the class vras 13 years and four months, exactly the
same as the average chronological age.
Terminolory defined and explained.—The discussion which iirunediatel;
follov/s relates to the terminology used in building units and unit
assignments
.
1. The unit is the stateirier-*- '-^e teacher goals, or the broad
concepts which the teacher hopes the pupils will attain. It is
stated declar atively, in complete sentences and in terms which the
pupil will understand.
2. Delimitation of the unit consists of reducing the broad concepts of
the unit to more specific statements of air^s.
3. The unit assignment is the pupil's guide to the learning process.
It nay be given partly in oral form and partly in vrt'itten form, or
it i^ay consist •'"'''clly o*' •'Titten instructions. It iricludes all
instructions by the teacher which have to do v.-ith the assignment.
4. The guide sheet is the written or mimeographed part of the unit
assignment. It m.ay i-fi-'-le o 1 T or a p-^r-'- the introduction. It
contains a tentative time schedule, questions and problems for

pupil solution, required activities, and a list of coded references
for pupil use.
5. Optional related, activities provide for irdividnal '^fprenc'^s in
intellectual capacity, reading ability, skills, and interests.
They are qualitative as veil as quantitative. In practice, the
instructions for the optional activities are v/ritten ^-^r the teacher
on three by five cards and placed in a card file on some part of
the reference shelf accessible to the pupils. These activities
are varied in nature, so that each pupil may find something to do
that appeals to his abilities and interests. The optional activities
also provide opportunities for those pupils who are seeking
additional credit.
Terminology relating to teaching procedures .— The four items below,
which must be considered in the building of units and unit
assignments relate more specifically to the procedures involved in
the teaching of the units.
1. The introduction serves to present the topic -i-^ie Tri-i+ ^r^ a way
that will arouse and stimulate the interest of the puvdls. It may
consist of a lecture by the teacher, a field trip, a story told or
read, organized class discussions, or a motion picture,
2. Laboratory periods are class periods in .vhich pupils will solve the
assigned problems or v/ork upon some one or more of the optional
related activities.
3. Discussion and presentation periods are for the pooling of ideas,
understandings and informations. They may consist of forum dis-

cussions, panel discti ssions, debates, floor talks, exhibition of
pictures or pupil-mde activities and special reports that relate
to the topic of the unit,
4. Mastery tests are planned for the conclusion of each unit of ^'.mr'^
.
They are planned to test judgments, understandings and appreciations.
The types of tests used are multiple choice, completion, matching,
ar^i +->"ne or false. The latter, hoivet^er, are inten^^d -^-n serve only
as a test of factual knowledge, and are used ^Arith but one unit in
this thesis.
Codes explained.— The code numbers fou""'' -^-'^^oughout the guide
sheet and the cards containing optional related activities are for
pupil use in problem solving and in v/ork upon activities. The numbers
refer to the pupil's list of references, v/hich is a part of the guide
sheet. The letter B I means Basal text number one, B 2 means Basal
text number tvro. In the same way S I refers to Supplementary text
number one. Other nvimbers in the co.de refer to page numbers.
For example, a complete code number such as S 10:24-29, meane
Sur-T'^-'^ertary text number ten, pages 24 to 29 inclusive.
Contents of the chapters of this thesis.— This thesis consists .
of a title page, a table of contents, an introduction, four teaching
units, an apr^endix and a selected, annotated bibliography. The
Introduction, Chapter I, contains a statement of the purposes and
aims of the thesis, definition of the terminology, an explanation
of the codes used, a statement of the chapter contents. Chapter
II is a short teaching unit, together with a unit assignment and a
iI
i
j
I
I
mastery test. The topic for this unit is "Procedures and Kxnowledges
Hf^lp.f"! to Pupils 5n the Use of Unit Assignments". Classroom
experience has convinced the v/riter that such a teaching unit is
necessary in order that pupils may better understand the terminology,
techniques and classroom procedures, which are to follov/ in the
regular subject-matter unit assignments. Chapters III, IV, and V
deal with subject-matter units in United States History. The Appendix
contains the keys to the mastery tests, which are to be found in the
three chapters last named. The Bibliography at the end of the thesis,
consists of a list of selected readings, which the vrriter found to be
especially helpful to him in the writing of this thesis. However, not
all of the references given, deal directly with the theory and
techniques of unit building.
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CHAPTER II
TOPIC : PROCEDURES Al© KI^iaiLEDGES HELPFUL TO PUPII^ IN THE USE OP UIHT
ASSIGI'IIvIENTS
The Unit
procedures and knowledges helpful to pupils in the use of unit
I
I
assignments are as foil civs : (1) The introduction in the form of a I
field trip, a story, still or moving pictures, or a class discussion
j
Ipresents the topic around which the unit is planned, (2) The
mimeographed guide sheet contains the written part of the assignment.
It may contain a part or all, of the introduction. It has a tentative
time schedule; a set of questions and problems for solution; and a list
(
of references to basal and supplementary texts. (3) Code numbers found
throughout the guide sheet refer to the basal and supplementary
references. They include such things as the making of maps, charts,
graphs, posters, cartoons, booklets, outlines, summaries, collections,
models, and floor talks; the preparation of debates, forum discussion,
panel discussions; and the arranging of displays and exhibits, (4)
Laboratory periods are class periods for problem solving and for work
upon either required or optional related activities, (5) Optional
activities are listed on the cards in the three by five file on the
reference shelf, (6) Mastery tests at the conclusion are planned to
test judgments, understandings and informations. The types used are
multiple choice, completion, matching and true or false.
- T -

Ir
Delimitation of the Unit
The unit assignments in this course consist of mimeographed guide
sheets, and insti^ctions concerning optional related activities,
vrritten on tliree by five filing cards, and by such oral instructions
as the needs of the work may require,
1. The guide sheet consists of an introduction, a time schedule,
questions and problems, and a list of references for the students.
a. The introduction aims to present the topic of the unit in an
interesting vray.
b. The time schedule is tentative in that it eiliier may be increase^,
or decreased to meet the needs of the lesson as it progresses,
c. The questions and the problems are all related to the topic of
the unit. Their solutions provide the pupils with desirable
informations and understandings about the topic. The nximber,
to be found at the end of a question or problem, refer to a
card in the small box file on the reference shelf.
d. The references given on each guide sheet are sufficiently
extensive to make it possible for all members of the class to
obtain solutions to the assigned problems.
2. The three by five cards can be found in the small box file on the
reference shelf. On them are written suggestions for optional
activities related to the topic of the unit. The optional activ-
ities have the following possibilities j the making of maps, charts,
graphs, posters, cartoons, and booklets, writing summaries, out- .
lines and essays, preparing debates, forum discussions, and panel diil-

cussions, m'iking collections, displays, or exhibits, reports or
floor talks, models, and otiier activities which pupils may suggest,
provided the suggestions meet viith -^he a^r-roval o^^ '-Ve tpgcher.
As the time schedule indicates, the v/ork of a unit in this course
is divided into the following parts; an introductary period,
laboratory periods, die c''^ -i on periods and a >~ov-*nfi -fo^ testing.
a. The introduction presents the topic to be developed in the
unit, in a v/ay which is understandable to the pupil. It may
consist of a story, a field trip, the presentation of still
or moving pictures, or a group discussion on som.e basic question
related to the topic of the unit.
b. Laboratory periods are class periods for problem, solving, the
developing of optional activities, and note book work.
(1) A la.borator;"' •period ray be used for inder^endent research
and study, preparatory to problem solving.
(2) It may be used for cooperative research and study preparatory
to problem solving.
(3) It may be used for note book building.
(4) It m.ay be used for the preparation of one or more of the
optional related activities.
c. The discussion periods are for the purpose of pooling information
opinions and .iudgments rrhich have resulted from the solutions
of ;:robler:ijs . The pooling procedure may take the form of reports,
forum discussions, panel discussions, exhibitions of pictures
nr completed activities, floor talks or debates.

d. The purpose of the mastery tests r^iven at the conclusion of
the discussion periods of each unit assignment is to test
understandi'^ '-'-^ ' -•u-'^ ^ • nts as uell s'^ -ov-f; '- ' r-r <? r^.-v^-^-^'^'^
,
The types of q\;estions to be used are, multiple choice, com-
pletion, true or false and matching, samples of irhich are shovm
to the class.
Teaching Procedures for This Unit
The Y7ork of this unit is to consume four teaching lessons and one
testi^"^ ''e'T-ior!.
1. The first lesson will consist of a rather detailed teacher-made
explanation of the parts of the gu.ide sheet. Copies of the gu.ide
sheet for unit number I are to be made available to the pupils for
illustrative purposes.
2. The second lesson ^.vill deal vj-ith an explanation of the three by
five card file, and also the various possibilities open to pupils
in the work of optional activities.
3. The third lesson v^ill deal 7ath a consideration of the divisions
of vj-ork referred to in the time schedule as introductory and
laboratory periods.
4. The fourth ^eriod vrill deal with a consideration of the divisions
of work referred to in the time schedule as the discussion and
testing periods,
5. o f^'-f'-f;^ j^r.Y'in'} r, -i^-ririe-' into tv-o parts. The first 20
minutes are fco provide the pupils -vith an opportunity to ask
questions about points of the unit assignm.ent technique not

1perfectly clear in their minds. The second 20 minutes will be
used for testing the pupils' understandings of unit assignments,
(Note: The best test of this unit ij :..e degree of success attained
by the pupils in the undertaking of the v.'-ork of the first subject
unit
.
)
The Unit Assignment
Ho'.v the ?/ork of this Course is to be Presented by Means ci unit
Assignments and Mastery Tests.
Assignrnert f'o-^ the first class period.— Each of y- u has received
two separate sets of mimeographed paper. The first is called Unit
Assignment Guide Sheet Number I, and the second set is called Unit
Assignrnent Gi;.ide Sheet i^i-Ver II. Keer both on "^-nr ''p'^.v ' ^-P-rp -t.-mj for
reference as this discussion progresses. Guide Sheet Nvimber I is
planned to shovj- the way in v/hich the v;ork of this history course is to
be presented to you. -Ye shall call this the unit-assignment method.
Each guide sheet, which you receive will be a part of your assignment
"^or a unit of work. Guide Sheet Number II is a sample of others vxhich
you v.dll receive later, dealing" vfith other units.
The guide sheet usually vdll have the follov/ing parts, an introduc-
tion, a time schedule, questions snd problems, and references. Unit
Assignment Guide Sheet Number II has all of these parts.
1. The purpose of the introduction is to give you a better understanding
of f'^e i-or,ic aroTii-! —Vich the unit is planred. As the --ord
introduction implies, it serves to introduce you to the subject
under consideration. It will be discussed more fully in a later
1r
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lesson.
The time sc?iedule is not one vrtiich is fixed so hard and fast that
it cannot be chan.f^ed. You are to understand that it is only a
tentative sclie i'...le i^ii i may be oiz.ier Increased or decreased in such
vj-SLya as seern best as the work of the assignment goes on. The
different parts of the time schedule v/ill be discussed m re completely
in a later lesson of this same unit assignment.
The next section consists of questions and problems. The answers
and solutions to ^he<^e '\r<'' v-^ni-i-^^pd o-^ '^.11 nenbers of the class.
This constitutes the miniraum assignment. Those of you desiring to
keep a complete record of your findings for all questions and
problems connected vfith this course, may do so by writing your
answers and solutions neatly in your notebooks. You may obtain
teacher recognition for doing so by submitting your notebooks for
signed approval at the concluding la oratory period in each unit
assignment. By examining the question and problem section of the
Guide Sheet of Unit Assignment ITumber II and also the cards in the
three by five file you will discover numbers at the end of most
of the questions and problems. These numbers refer to the list of
references to be :^'o-';nd at the en^' of the "-Mide sV^eet. The letter
B refers to Basal text, and the letter S refers to Supplementary
text. The numbers that follow the letters indicate the pages, of
4-1,^^. ^r---'r, ^'-us, S 10:31-34 means Supplementary text nur''' '">^
pages 31 to 34 inclusive.
At the end of each fniide sheet you will find a list of references.
iI
all ""^ "hich are available to v > .ere in the class roor. ' * ^'
is to serve you as laboratory for a part of the time. By usin,^;
these references, it will be possible for you to .'^ind. the answers
and solutions to all of the assigned questions aiid problerris,
Assigniaent for the second class period,— In the srall box file
on the reference shelf are th>-ee bv five car-'s. On each of tbese
cards is written suggestions for an activity dealing v/it/i some phase
of the topic you will be studj'^ing in the units of this course. The
preparation of one or more of these activities is entirely a matter
for you to decide. That is to say it is optional Virith you. Those
of you who do find the time and have the desire to prepare one or
more of these activities are entitled to additional credit for doing
so, provided your v;ork is well done. If you have in mind some
activity not listed here you niay secure teacher approval of it,
provided it relates to the topic of the unit being studied, '^ome of
the possibilities for activities in this course are the making of maps,
charts, /rrarhs, posters, cartoons, and booklets, the v/riting of
outlines, sujnmaries, and essays, the preparing of debates, forum dis-
cussions, and panel disciASsions, the arranging of displays and exhibits,
f.he>
-aki'nr" of col 1 e ct i ons ?rd ^^o^"'^"' s , the '".alo Ti<^ o ** r '^.rnr'^? pt^ -flori-r
talks, Examples of what other pupils have done v/ith optional activities
may be seen in the display nov/ on the bulletin board.
Assignment for the third class period.— By an examination of ^^'^
time schedule in the guide sheet of Unit-Assignment Number II, you
will see that the class periods of a unit of work in this course
1!
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are designated as introduction, laboratory ^discussion and testing.
During this class period v/e v/ill consider the first trvvo of these,
Ap T^i] 'pa^'e already neer, tolH, in'^'^o ''I'nt ion has ~ ''^'^i 'Tr-tined
to help you to have a "better understanding of the topic v»ith which
the unit deals. It may take one or more of the follovfing forms:
1. A field trip.
2. A story either told or read, or presented on the m.imeographed sheet.
3. The presentation of either still or moving pictures.
4. A. forum discussion.
Laboratory periods are class periods, in which you are expected
to work for solutions of the questions and problems presented to you
on the guide sheet. Other uses which you may make of these laboratory
periods are the development of optional activities and notebook work.
These periods are not inten^f^^^ -^.o eliminate the necessity >'orp-^-ro-rV
but are meant to relieve the burden of it. Here you have the use of
the school reference materials, you have the guidance of your teacher
and the cooperation of -^ i^r fellow pupils^ if you desire that. These
are the vrays in which the laboratory may be used by you.
1, You may use it for independent research, and study v/hile you are
seeking ans7;ers and solutions to the questions and problems,
2. You may use it for cooperative research and study while you are
seeking ansv/ers and solutions to the questions and problems.
3, You may use it for work in building up your notebook.
4. You may use it for the preparation of one or more of the optional
activities listed in the small c^'r':'' file.

Ass ignrnerT* for tl-ie fourth class reriod.-- The discussion periods
-;ive you a chance to exchange informations and judgments, v/hich you
have acq^iired as a result of y^ur 'York in the laboratory oeriods. This
may be done by means of floor talks, special reports, forum discussions,
panel discussions, debates, display of booklets, pictures, or other
art T
-(rii- i p-f. -rhi r-h ^rov "Sv have prepared.
At the conclusion of each unit of v/ork you vrill be given a witten
test, the purpose of v/hich will be to determine your understandings,
and judgments as r-ell as informations v/hich you have received during
the study of this unit. The tests will include four types of questions
which are: multiple choice, completion, and matching, and true or false.
Occasionally^ an oral ^ • .,r- essay type test may be used.
Assignment for the fifth class period.-- This period v/ill be
divided into tv/o parts. For the first 20 minutes yon v;ill be permitted
to ask questions, the answers to which will help you to a better under-
standing of the work studied thus far in this unit. The rem.ainder of
the period v.'ill be i'?;"'-^ for an errR."- -H"--'" -'-^^"t.
Mastery Test
Directions.— Use complete statements in your ansv/ers to the
following questions.
1, In v/hat vniys is the guide sheet intended to help you in the
preparation of your lesson assignments?
2, Besides the guide sheet what are t>ie other parts,,. of the unit
assignment?
3, Vifiiat is the purpose of the introduction at the beginning of the

unit assignments?
4, If you -were to be given your choice of an introduction in the form
of a story, discussion, field trip, or exhibition of pictures,
which would you choose? State your reason for your choice,
5» liVhat is meant by the statement that the time schedule is tentative?
6, In what ways does a laboratory period differ from a regularly
scheduled study period?
?• YAiat are some of the ways in which you may employ your time during
a laboratory period?
8« HOW do optional activities differ from activities which are not
optional?
9» How will you proceed if you wish to prepare an optional activity,
which is not listed on any card in the file?
10» Describe one desirable way of keeping a complete record of your
answers and solutions to the questions and problems.
11» Explain the meaning of the numbers at the end of questions eoid
problems in the guide sheet.
12. Vihere will you be able to find the reference books and materials
for your Twork in this course?
13. Make as complete a list as you possibly can of the different kinds
of optional activities available to you in the -work of this course,
14, V/hat are some of the reasons why it is desirable to have dis-
cussion periods following the work of the laboratory periods,
15, T/yhat types of questions may you expect in the mastery tests,
which will be given to you at the completion of your stucly of a
unit of work in this course?
11
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CHAPTER III
TOPIC: Tl-ffi UNION RECONSTRUCTED
The UTiit
The Civil War succeeded in settling the two important questions of
secession and slavery. In doing this, it created other problems almost
as t^,reat. The matter of restoring normal living; amonc^ all the reople
v/as no easy task. -!^her\ the v:ar came to an end, the soldiers of both
the North and the South had to be mustered out and returned to peaceful
•'ays of living. Industries had to be revived ard created to take care
of- the reemployment of the discharged soldiers, and to provide for the
m.aterial needs of a stricken people. It was necessary to make provision
for tVi^
-Tell-being of nearly four million nev/ly freed Negroes. The
Southern States, which had attempted secession, had to be restored to
their proper places in the government of the Union.
There v^ere ^-reat difficulties in the v;ay of accomplishing these
things. Greatest among these v/as the feeling of unfriendliness that
continued to exist in the minds and hearts of the tv/o factions so
recently at war with one another. A victorious, but still hostile.
North felt im.pelled to force its vrill upon a defeated and resentful
South. Then, too, the death of president Lincol-n made the task of
reconstruction more difficult. The soldiers of the North v/ere restored
to the duties of civilian life v/ithout much trouble, because they
returned to hones, industries, r-nri lo^al t-o-^eri-'r^An h.c Ti-f-i-io ii^irg.ire^
by ^ e ruthless destruction of the v/ar. The men of the bouth
17-

returned to homes and indus^— badly -'-ey ret.:rned to
bankrupt and disorganized local <:,overnments . They returned to
the
ial 1-^roblem of living in communities v, ith great numbers of
Negroes,
s o c
mssessed little understanding of how to use - r.ovn.., o> + ai-edwho
freedom*
Delimitation of the Unit
The Worth felt that it faced three ma.ior reconstruction problems.
1. Measures must be undertaken to prevent another such
con:r-^
'
.
2. Southern leaders responsible for the war should be punished.
?. The four mi^ ' :ly freer! '^RTroes must be helped
to :find their
proper places in society as useful self-sustaining citizens.
The South found itself faced -^ith four difficult problems of
reconstruction
.
1. Homes had to be rebuilt.
2. It v/as necessary to restore local governments.
3. Industries had to be restored on a ne?; labor basis.
4. For both white people and black, adjustments were necessary under
entirel:' r\e-:r social relationships.
As victors of the struggle, the llorth assumed the right to
establish reconstruction plans. President Lincoln proposed a
plan,
which might have succeeded, but for his death. By it, the
Southern
States were to be restored to their former places in the
government
of the Union by doing these three things.
1. They v/ere to deny the right of secession.
2. They must agree never to pay any part of their vmr
debts.
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3. They must adop-'- Thirteenth /^.mendment
.
Following the death of Lincoln, Congress, v^hich was hostile to
President Johnson, made its ovrn plans for reconstruction. It did five
things.
1. In an attempt to punish the people of the oouth, it passed a law
placing them under the rule of five army officers,
2. In order to better the social conditions of the Negroes, it
established Freedmen's T^ureaus
.
3. It passed -^v^e Civi!! Ri^-hts '-^ill, 7fhich, but for the veto of the
President, would have given the Negroes citizenship.
4. It passed the Fourteenth Amendment, which gave the Negroes full
citizenship.
5. Ey passing the Fifteenth Araendment, it gave the Negro the right of
franchise.
The defeated peoples of the South resented the actions of Congress.
1. They adopted Black Code laws, by v/hich they forced some of the ex-
slaves to work.
2. A.t first, lay following the advice of President Johnson, they
refused to ratify the Fourteenth Araendment.
3. The better class whites of the So^^th resorte-' to illegal m.eans,
and later to legal ones, of preventing .the Negroes from voting.
By doing so they gained control of their local governments.
President Rut^'='^'^*'^rr! ^, '^^s-'es >'-»"^n^ht t^-'' -ilitary reconstr" ntion
measures to an end by ordering northern soldiers to be v/ithdravm from
the southern districts.
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The Teaching F >'es to be Follov/ec -jsenting
This Unit
T^v.e. ^Sr-T.-r -,•] -, .
- I- j-Q -[je under direct leadership of ^' p
tc cplain the meaning of the word "reconstruction", and
present concrete illustrations. Compare the reconstruction of the
South ' -"onvalesence of persons beaten in ^ ^- ' - , tt^q -j^j^g
narrative forms at the beginning of the mimeographed guide sheets,
Allovj- pupils to spend about five ininutes in reading this silently.
During the next five minutes or so, allov; ^ npils to read silently
and think reflectively about the introductory questions, xvhich are at
the bottoiT! of the second page of the guide sheets. Then i.ise these
questions as a basis of a foriun discussion. Have the pupils use the
next four periods as laboratory periods. Follow that v/ith four periods
of discussion "^ind "^reseritst ^ . Idrinister the raste^^" test du.ring
the tenth period.
The Unit Assignment

Reconstruction - Ohy Necessary - Hov^ Accomplished?
Tntroductior . "Reconstruction rneans 'hiiil'-l5 rr''; a'^ain. 'Re'^ r,
is '-[uite sure to follov/ in the v;aice o.i' any disa^.ter to the -.jorks of
Iran. If today a disasterous fire should destroy the business district
of our tovm, some of our people, officnals^ bu.siness ^-n.en and laborers
would start to-norrovu' in the v^ork of rebuilding on the site of the
ruins. rVhenever the flood waters of our great rivers cause disaster
-^n farro l?r!'^s arr^ +.hn to"">^""' +hat ''oorder their banks, -t-Vid tasks of
reconstruction bec^^in as soon as the v/aters recede. Then it usually
happens that the experts of government and business visit the scenes
-estruction ir order "'-'^ rtudy conditio^" ^ir^-rrTf r. -'^'^-ns intended
to prevent, or at least, lessen the possible damage from fixture floods.
Imagine, nov/, if you can, a scene in v/hich four of our local
citizens, living on the ssjue street, are having a spirited discussii'in
.
Tt.^o of these citizens live on the northern side of the street. The
other tvro IJve on the southern side. As the discussion •procuresses it
gradually jevelops into an argument. Finally, the argument ends in a
fistic battle, vd.th the citizens of the northern side aligned against
f-ei'' sou-'-lipr'ri T'ie5 ^'h/'^jors » "^^or qi'ate a lon^^ ti'^i.e nf^5 ther' pi^ie arrears
to be much the superior. At last, hov/ever, the fight ends v/ith the
northern citizens badly bruised, but victorious. The southern citizens
are sf;-"-p-»-"ly beaten, and are badT" 5^ -^o.-: r^-n -nedical treatmen-^ , '
>
this point, the victors announce that they both are doctors, and that
they, because of their victory, are entitled to -orescribe for their
victims, Fi"'^- "^^lore they "-.'r-^ •- ^ „ ^ : - , laedicine. "^^^

deff' itizens object 'heir desire to administer first,
aid to themselves. They are denied this rip'ht'. Next, the doctor'^
Vecc^"' ' - -"ni-v.-.T ^. , , r. \
their injured neighbors. As a result of quarrel, each doctor gives
his ovm prescription, and seeks to administer it. After about ten days
his kind of treatijent, the patients are allov:^ ' convalesce under
the care of their own family doctors.
Questions to be read, thoup;ht about, and discrissed.— Consider each
of the follp^Ting q^uestions carefully, an' •epare- 'is cuss it 5t
""irst class period.
1. "'-n'r Pre the questions th^.t v;ere definitely settl^^ bv tbe Civil
Var?
2. Can you think of any problems that the Civil TiTar may have created
for T"-( 'le of ei^..her ' ts- ''ortr: or t^'-'-; goii-^,Vi«?
3. To v/imt extent can friendships be restored after a quarrel and
fifjit between neighbors?
4« Are,Vim.rs ever satisfao' - '-hods of settling disputes? Explain
yotir ansvrer.
5. Is it always possible to keep discussions on a friendly basis, and
so avoid quarrels?
of the different kinds of rebuilding and repair v/ork
that usually are necessary after ar.y violent quarrel?
Questions and problems .— Find as complete r or solution,
as possible, to each he following. Then, neatly

findings or conclusions for each.
1. By using a dictionary, find the definition of each of the following
v'ords;
a. Reconstrxiction.
b. Secession.
c. Amendment.
d. Freedom.
e. Citizenship.
f. Franchise.
g. Disqualification,
h « Irapeachrnent
.
2. "'Tnat were the. tjhree problems of reconstruction, which the Nortntrn
people saw before them? (B 1:435-436; B 2; 387).
3. ''ake a list of the '^i f -f i cttI t problems that confronted the people of
the South at the close of the Civil ,Yar . (P 1:435 and448-449; B 2;
368).
4. Vfhy were changes neoessar;^^ ^ -^''^'^ ol/] r-i^v^f rH-inv, system of tVip
South after the I'far? (B 1:460-451; B 2:381-382; S 11:520-523).
5. How vras the industrial life of the peoples of the South changed
after the 7ar? (B 1:450-451; B 2:385; S 11:523-530).
6. Make a list of three or four different ways in v/hich the Southern
soldiers returninp; to their homes were worse off than the Northern
soldiers. (B 1:435 and 448; S 14:487-490).
7. "/hy did not the Negro know how to use wisely his nevfly obtained
freedom? (B 1:435 and 448).
rc
p, rp.H- -rr ,- •• -Tp-nf Lincoln's attit'--' - v^fgated South?
(3 1:436).
9. Trite down all the iinportant features of President Lincoln's plan
for reconstruction. (B 1:436).
10. -^at reasons could President Lincoln have had in insisting that
the- defeated Southern states should never pay an?-- ^rrt of their
v:ar debt? (B 1:436).
11. Why did President Lincoln's death serve to increase the ill-feeling
bet-^ee^> -HV,e North and the South? (B 1:436-437).
12. .Vhy v;as president Johnson distrusted by the people of the North?
(B 1:437-438).
13. How did President Johnson's plan for reconstruction differ fror"
that of President Lincoln's? (b 1:438-439; B 2:387-388).
14. What reasons did Congress have for its quarrel yrith President
Johnson over the matter of reconstruction? (B 1:439; B 2:388).
15. Yfliat vras President Johnson's attitude towards the South?
(B 1:438-439; B 2:387-388).
16. ;Yhat were the reasons given for the impeachment proceedings against
President Johnson? (B 1:439; B 2:393).
17. Did Congress have any legal right to impeach the president?
(B I:Appendix II, Article II, Section 4).
18. 7/ho v/as the better leader, Lincoln or Johnson? Give your reasons
for ansv-ering as you do. (B 1:437-438; B 2:387).
19. -That was the attitude of Congress tov/ards the defeated Southern
States? (E 1:438-441; 3 2:388-392).
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29.
30,
Hovir did Congress expect to accomplish reconstr\xction by the
establishment of military districts in the South? (B 1:439-440;
B 2:388-392).
Just what were the purposes of the Freedmen's Bureaus?
(B 1:438; B 2:389).
IThat did Congress hope to accomplish by passage of the Ci'^'il Rights
Act? (B 1:438; B 2:390).
What three Amendments vrere added to the Constitution as a direct
result of the Civil War? (B 1:430; 438-439; 440-441; B 2:568;
389-390; 393-394).
In your awn words, wite out brief sto.tements in v/hich you tell
what each of these Amendments did for the Negroes.
Ylhy did the Southern states, at first, refuse to ratify the
Fourteenth Araendment? (B 1:338-539; B 2:390-591).
How did the people of the South feel toward the reconstruction
meastires, as provided for them by Congress? (B 1:440-441;
B 2:390-391).
That different groups succeeded in gaining control of the state
governments in the South, during the period immediately following
the Civil IVar? (B 1:441-442; B 2:394-395).
Just what was the so-called Carpetbag and Scalawag government?
(B 1:441; B 2:394).
If you had been a citizen of the South, Virould you have disliked
the Carpet-bagger-Negro rule?- Give reasons.
li^.- '-Vf r-'V • te leaders of the South finally g^iin control of
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their local goverments? (B 1:441-442; B 2:394-395).
31, '.'("hat means did the vriiite people of the South take to deprive the
Negroes of their right to vote? (B 1:441-442; B 2:394-395).
32, ms the Ku Kltix Elan organized? (B 2:394-395),
33. How did the people of the North feel about the "Black Codes"?
(B 1:438; S 13:490).
34. How were the reconstruction measures, imposed upon the South by
the North, finally brought to an end? (B 1:443; B 2:401-402).
I
35. In the light of what you novr know, what reconstruction measures
would you have favored for Southern states, had you been a member
of Congress at that particular period of American History?
36. How have conditions changed for the Negroes to the betterment of
their opportunities, since the days of reconstruction? (B 1:442-
443; S 15:384; S 16:207-208).
37. ^Vhat were some of the reasons why the Negroes of reconstruction
days needed better educational opportunities? (B 1:442-443).
References for pupil use.—
History texts. (Basal).
1. Leonard and Jacobs, The Nation's History .
2, V/oodman ajid Moran, Elementary A?nerican History and Government *
Histoiy texts. (Supplementary).
1. Ai*nold, Problems of American Life .
2. Casner and Gabriel, Exploring ^eriQ&n History .
3. Chapman and Yilhitney, The Kistoiy of Our Nation .
4. Cornish and Hughes, A History of the United States for Schools .
5. Halleck, History of Our Country.

6. Hart, A Source Book of American Hi^^tory .
7. Jackson, Boy's Life of Booker T. ""Yashington ,
8. Logie, From ColnTPbus to Lincoln,
9. Monroe-Miller, The American Spirit, A Basis for Pernocracy .
10. Robbins, School History of the American People,
11. H'^^gg, A History of American Civilization.
12.
, A History of American Governnent and C''ilture .
13. Tryon-Lingley-Morehouse, The American People and Nation .
14. Vannest and Smith, Socialized History of the United States .
15. 'Vest and V^est, Our Ccimtry .
16. .I'filliamson, Problems in American Democracy.
Tentative time schedule for this unit .— This unit will require
about tvio weeks of time.
First period, - Introduction.
Second period, - Laboratory procedures.
Third period, - Laboratory procedures.
Fourth period, - Laborator-^'- y~rocedures.
Fifth period, - Laboratory procedures.
Sixth period, - Discussion and presentation.
Seventh period, - Discussion and presentation.
Eighth period, - Discussion sind presentation.
Ninth period, - Discussion and presentation.
Tenth period, - Mastery test over this unit.
Optional related activities,— Pu.pils may obtain teacher approval
of other related activities of their ovm choosing.

1. Prepare a debate on either side of the question, "Congress na;; a
better plan for reconstruction than did President Johnson**. Tv/o
pupils may take opposite sides of this qu.es+-ion, if they desire
ta do so, and then present the results of their efforts to the
class. (S 13:491-493; S 14:369-382).
2. ""rite a brief paragr'^rb a'-^out the industries of each of the f r,'' i o- -i no-,
nanufacturing cities of the "New South**. '
a, Chattanooga, Tennessee,
^. 'Temphis, Tennessee,
c. Atlanta, Georgia.
d, Galveston, Texas, (S 11:530-535),
3. Write a tvra page account of any one of the following industries,
which have developed in the South since 1880.
a. Iron and steel, (S 11:442-444; 525; 530),
b. Coal mining. (S 11:442),
c. Dinbering, (S 11:526-527).
d. Oil. (S 11:526).
e. Cotton manufacture, (S 11:516-520),
4. Imagine yourself to be a Northern senator at the close of the
Civil Tar. Prepare a ^vritten speech in which you tell what you
think of President Johnson's lolan for reconstruction, (S 14:372).
5. Imagine yourself a leading citizen of the South, ^ite a letter
to President Hayes telling him of your feelings about "I'iilitary
Reconstruction**. (S 6:342-344).
6. "^ite a short ^lay having, as your characters, tv.-o m.en, vrho are

discussing the relative merits of the plans of President Johnson
and Congress for the reconstruction of the South. (S 6:344-546;
349-351; S 13:491-493).
7, Dra^v a cartoon in which j'^ou show ho'.r men like Stevens and Sumner
looked upon Lincoln's plan for reconstruction in the South.
(S 6:344-346; S 14:372).
8, T)ra\Y an. original picture, in which you show the effect which the
abolition of slavery has had upon the industrial life of the
South. (S 11:514-515).
9, Draw a cartoon, in which you depict the general attitude taken by
the Negroes toward their newly gained freedom, (S 12:355; 366-368).
10. ^raw a cartoon showing the effect of the Thirteenth Ajnendment upon
the Negroes. (S 3:299; S 11:514-515).
11. Draw an original picture in v/hich you show some of the social
conditions, which existed in the South, as a result of the freeing
of the Negroes. (S 12:355; 366-368).
12. Draw a cartoon shov/ing the effect of the Fourteenth- Amendment upon
the Negroes. (S 3:305).
13. Draw a cartoon showing the effect of the Fifteenth Amendment upon
the Negroes, (S 15: Appendix 15).
14. l.!ake a set of two cartoons, in which you show the conditions faced
by both Northern and Southern soldiers on their return to civil
life. (S 15:485-490).
15. Draw an original cartoon, in vrhich you shov/ the feeling that
existed between Congress and President Johnson. (S 14:375-378).
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16. T[ake a set of tv.o ii.l.ustrations, in v/hich you picture some of the
conditions or situations that faced the Negroes at the close of
tbe Civil ^'^r. (S l^r-'^Fn; .'^'^^-7,(^8).
17. Make a set of tvro illustrations, in which you picture some of the
conditions or situations that faced the v/hites of the South at
the close of the Ci^n 1 "nr. (S 13:487-490).
18. Hake a set of three illustrations, in v/hich you show the three
problems, vvhich the people of the North felt faced them at the
close of the Civil Vfar. (S 14:369-370).
19. Memorize and recite to the class the poem, "O Captain, My Captain",
by Walt ^/Wiitman. (S 9:61-62).
20. Prepare a three minute, oral report on the subject "General Grant
as President". (S 12:379; 411-412).
21. Prep6.re a three Tnimite, oral report on tbp r;i.ib-iect, "a^^"^^"-'' Johnson
as President". (B 12:359-365).
22. Prepare a three minute, oral report on "The :Life -of Booker T.
"fashington". (S 3:313; S 15:384; ^ ^^'t 211-212),
23. In "Problem.s of American Democracy" by Williamson, you will find
a chapter entitled, "The Negro". P.e-^d this chapter, and then
prepare a three minute floor ' - compare the Ner-ro
citizen o close of the Civil Y^ar with the Negro citizen of
today. (S 16:206-213).
24. In "Problem.s of American Life" by Arnold, you will find a chapter
entitled, "The Race Problem". Read this chapter, and then prepare
a l-.Vj'ee T'dn-ite talk wvon any vf the three -folio—in r- topics

relating to the Nef^ro.
a. His economic status. (o 1:425-428).
b. His political status. (3 1:428-429).
c. His social status* (s 1:429-430).
25. Read in Hart's "Source Book Of American History" an account of
the "CorK-- tio- of the '.'nvi-h (1865)". Be prepared to tell the
class in a three mihute floor talk a summary of i^^at you have
read. (s 6;336-339).
26. In Hart's "Source Book of A.merican History" you v/il] find "A
Southerner's Advice on Reconstruction". In a three minute
floor talk, tell the class what his advice -was. (S 6:342-343).
27. Imagine that you Yrere a large planter in one of the Southern
states. In a three minute floor talk, tell the class of your
difficulties in securing satisfactory labor after the abolition
of slavery. (S 15:385-386).
28. Read to the class the story of "Lincoln's Sympathy", as told by
Ida T', T'-r'-oii in "The American Spirit A Bas5s for 'Tor Id
T^emocracy"
,
by Monroe-LIiller . (S 9: 50-51).
Mastery Test
Multiple-choice type,-- In the statements given belovv' there are
three or four suggested c mpletioiu. . Read each carefully, and then
insert in the space at the right margin the letter ^vhich precedes the
coTspletion, that y^u -vvould chose as the correct one. Study the f
ing example carefully before ansvj-ering any of the questions, which are
below.

Example: Lincoln's plan for Reconstruction was
a* to punish the Southern States,
b« to restore the Southern States to the Union,
c, to prevent the extension of slavery,
d« to give the Hegroes the right to vote. (
!• The Civil VJar settled the question of
a* the right of Negroes to vote,
b, the right of Negroes to hold office,
c, the freedom of the Negroes,
d, the freedom of the Negroes from work, (
2* After a war between two factions, friendly relations
are best restored by
a, inflicting punishment upon the defeated
faction,
b, an attitude of tolerance on the part of both,
c, generous treatment of the defeated by the
winner,
d, military control of the defeated, (
3, The Civil Yi&r created the follomng problem
a* Vi/hat treatment should be given the freed
Negroes?
b. Did Congress have the right to impeach the
President?
c. Should the Southern States ever be readmitted
to the Union?
d. Did the freedcan of the Negroes make them
citizens?
4» The best method of settling a dispute is
a* war,
b, compromise,
0, isolation,
d, arbitration,
5, At the close of the Civil Vifar, The v^ite people of
the South were confronted ly the following problems
a, the punisiiment of their war-time leaders,
b« the establishraaat of military districts.

c. the securing of control of '.m'~. i,- local f^oirerniuents
,
d. the abolition of slavery. ( )
6. At the close of the Civil '^ler , the people of tiie L orth
ere confronted v/ith the problem of
a. providing for the ex-slaves.
b. the settlement of the -far debt.
c. the passage of Black Codes.
d. the im''~'^^c'''r'f^7'tt of' Pr '^f^ '^^^ '^'nt Jf^hnson.
7. Congress established the Freedmen's Bureau in order
tc
a. make it. possible for the Negroes to vote.
b. to i^revent the Negroes from voting.
c. to give aid to needy Negroes.
d. to made tfie Negroes citizens.
8. The Fourteenth Amendm.ent provided for
a. the freedom of the Ne^;roes.
b. the franchise of the Negroes.
c. the punishment of the Southern leaders.
d. the citizenship of the Negroes.
9. President Lincoln's plan for reconstruction provided
for
a. a refusal on the part of the iiouthern states to
pay their war debts.
b. a refusal on the part of the Southern States to
allow the Negroes their citizenship.
c. Southern insistence on the right of secession.
d. adoption of the Fifteenth Am.endment.
10. President Johnson's ?,ttitrdf! H-o-^qr^'' ^'-e R^vi-m- --as
a. hostile.
b. friendly.
c. intolerant.
d. fair.
11. The attitude of Congress toward the South was
a, fair.
" b. cooperative.
c. unfriendly.
d.
.
tolerant.

12. President Lincoln insisted that the Southern States
should not pay their war debts because
a. the debts were too great.
b. the debts v/ere owed to foreign countries,
c. the debts v/ere unfair.
-1
.
-f-He debts vfere illegal, ( )
13. Congress quarreled v/ith President Johnson because
a, the President was a SoTithern Der;iocrat,
b, it did not fully trust him.
c, the President had a limited school education,
d, the President was unfair in his attitude
towards the South. ( )
14. Congress has the legal right to impeach the
President because
a. it is not subject to the lavfs cf the
Constitution,
b, it has the power to enact into lav/ any
measure that it wishes.
c, it has the consent of the Supreme Court,
d. it is granted the ri'^^^t by tbe Articles of -hVie
Constitution, ( )
15, The Southern States, at first, refused to ratify
the Fourteenth Amendment because
a, it v.'as unfair to them,
b, president Johnson advised them against doing so,
c, they were stubborn.
d, they were determined to reject all Northern
plans for them, ( )
16, Lincoln rras a bettfi" leader than Johnson because
a. he v;as i;R)x-e oxr if^nced.
b. he v/as more honest,
c. he was more forceful.
^
d. he was more tactful. ( )
17, The Ku Klux Klan was organized to

to resist the orders of Military governors,
b. resist the rule o.f the Carpetbaggers.
c. frighten the Negroes from voting.
d. force the Negroes to go back to the work on
18, Reconstruction measures v/ere finally brou?;ht to
an end by
a. Acts of C':^ngress.
b. Decrees of President Johnson,
c. Southern resistance,
-'
. ^>'ders from President Hayes, ( )
19. The Scalamgs were
a. Southerns of rather poor character.
b, Negroes with little or no education,
c. Northerners, who settled in the South in
order to gain such control as they could
over local government,
d, the Y/hite political leaders of -'-he couth
rill-ring
-^-he '"eriod of reconstruction, (
20. Congress brought impeachment proceedings against
President Johnson because
a, he advised the Southern states vr^t to T-ati.f;r
the Fourteenth Amendment.
b, he vetoed the Civil Rights Bill.
c, he was a Southern Democrat,
d, he ignored the Tenure of Office Act in his
attempted dismissal of ifr, Stanton, the
Secretary ^ ''•'"ar,
21. At first, the only state to accept readmission
to the Union ufider the Congressional plan yis.s
a. South Carolina.
b, Georgia,
c, Florida,
d. Tennessee,
22. The plan of Congress for reconstruction
a. made the slaves freedmen.
b. established schools for the Negroes.
II
I
c. made citizens of the freedmen.
d. made military "p^'-ernors of the white let
of the South.
23. Charles Sumner vras
a. a Northern radical in Congress.
b. Vice President ''luring Grant's administration.
c. a vvhite leader in the South.
d. a Northerner, who sympathized with the
Soi;thPr'i ffdV.SB,
24. By means of the Black Codes the 7/hite people of
the South sought to
a. make the ex-slaves work.
b. frighten the ex-slave av^^ay from the voting
places.
c. obtain readm.ission to the Union.
d. confer citizenship upon the Negroes.
25. By establishing Free^^- ^- -ireaus. Congress
succeeded in
a. preventing the Negroes from voting.
b. protecting the Northern "Carpetbaggers" from
the Southern "Scala>'ags"
.
c. giving the Negroes the right to hold office.
d. rendering aid to the needy Negroes.
26. Thaddeus Stevens v/as
a. Lincoln's Secretary of State.
b. dismissed by President Johnson from his position
as Secretary of IVar.
c. responsible for the idea that the Southern States
had no rir.hts that the North v/as bound to respect.
d. impeached by Congress.
27. A part of the Congressional plan for reconstruction
was
a. five military districts in the South.
b. the Thirteenth Amendment.
c. the Black Codes,
• d. the passage of the Tenure of Office Act.

sr. '^'-'^ -i-r, leaders in Congress held that re-
adriiission of the seceded states to the Union was
a power belonc;inp; to
a. the ouj;.rene Court.
b. Congress.
c. the president.
'
" e legislatures of the Southern states. ( )
29. The Civil Rights Bill was intended to
a, protect the Negroes from the Ku Klvix Klan.
h. provide work for the newly freed Negroes,
c. give the Negro the right of franchise.
d. -i-o 4- lie T^rr -'-^r. i s citlzenship. ( )
30. President Johnson's reason for vetoing the
Civil Rights Bill was that
a. it prevented him from dismissing Secretary
Stanton from his cabinet post.
b. it vfas unfair to the Negro.
c. It vvas unfair to the Southern "-^hites.
d. it made the Negroes socially equal to the
whites.
e. he believed reconstruction to be the business
of the President and not the Congress. ( )
'
- President Johnson's veto of the Freednen's Bureau
Bill ^/ms made on the grounds that it v/as
a. unconstitu'-^' ''"al,
b. unnecessary,
c. unfair to the whites of the South.
6 , unwi s e . ( )
Mat ch in g type . -- In the column at the left you v/ill find vrords,
expressions and person's names. In the column at the right you mil
'
-itions or descriptions, ].Tatch these t^vo columns by inserting;
in each space at the right margin the number of the correct vrord, name
r expression at the left. Before answer "r.^- r.
i1
1
1
1
1
i
i
i
i
1
i
1
1
1
i
i
1
i
i
1
•
r
i
ll
!
i
1
i
1
Example
;
a. liachary Taylor,
t), Ulysses S. Grant.
Robert E. Lee.
r\
. Ar I ei.T J ohn s on
.
a . Impeachment
•
Freedon.
'Tim pr^t,
d. Citizenship.
e. Secession.
f. Reconstruction
"Oisqualifi cation.
h. Franchise,
i. Fourteenth Amendment.
n
"^^
v» n .'^mo ^-l t i ^ y» p r>-
-
^
Ic • Th XT''" '^rT'"Vi ,^ mpv^ rlm'^-r-i-l- ^
. ^lack Codes .
m. Military Reconstru.ction
Measure
.
fifteenth Amendment,
o. Ci^^il T?i(Thts Bill.
Booker " ' " .
q. Rutherford B. Hayes,
d i 0 // •
ieneral-in-chief
of the Federal
arm.ies in 1864 and
186B. ( b )
3.2, The process of re-
organizing the Southern
-t5tes after the Cv'il
v/ar • (
33. The constitutional
V n <
-I3Q vote . (
34, By its terms no person
could he denied the
right to vote, because of
"race, color or previous
condition of servitude".
(
35. A r''Of5 3nr.,5 ^ r. r p >)y
Congress, but vetoed hy
the President, vrhich gave
citizenship.
36. Af'.t o-f* n'- -^-^ - ^h a
crime or nisijeha-.'ior in
office. (

r. John ,;'ilkec Boothi
s. Andrew Johnson.
Charles Surnner.
u. Salmon P. Chase,
V. r- nux Klan.
w. Carpet-Baggers
,
X, Samuel J. Tilden
y. Edward M. Stanton
z. Scalawags,
37. ,!r.rav;al of a
state from the Union. (
33. *ct of improvinr or
altering in a formal
vra.j, (
39. Laws passed by nme of
the Southern States in
their attempt to force
the freed Negroes to
work. (
40. Relief stations establish-
ed ir.i L".:.w -jouth to give
aid to the ex-slsves, (
41. The state of ovring
allegiance to a goTrern-
ir.ent, and enjoying the
r'' 'hts ^:^<A r r T ^''5 1 '- r p of
it. (
42. An act of Congress, which
divided) the whole South
into five r.dlitary
districts. (
43, The quality of being at
liberty. (
44. An act of O-^nrress

'
—
-
.-gi-^WLr^i "p-.y.Trj —^
_
—
-' — —
_
providing a jjlan .ror
reconstruction, and
amon.T other things,
giving -.he Negro his
citizenship. ( )
45. The act o'^ ta''^ir)"" a-'^ni/-
some right or ^rrivilege
or povrer. ( )
46. "'T r-" President at the
time of Lincoln's
death, ( )
47. president who wb.s
impeached, ( )
48, President, \-rho ended
Military Reconstruction.
( )
49, Famous Negro leader
and founder of Tuskegee
Institute, ( )
50, Lincoln's assassin, ( )
A radical Northern
vrho vra-nteH to punish
the South. ( )
52. ..or bhtrnferii, vaio S'-v,tled
in the South for selfish

the Civil V«©r .
Matching type.— (Results and causes). In the space provided at
the right of each cause, ^rrite the numbe- ' result which
it.
Results Causes
a
,
The Northern soldiers 53. They were uneduca.te-d, (
returned to homes little 54. They ov.-ed nothing, in-
disturhed by the ravages as--;->^ as -f-henr ants o\
of war l ecause seccession v/ere illegal,
i-. The Southern States at 55. It v.^as a strange new ex-
first refused to ratify perience f-'- hem,
the Amendment giving the 56. Cheap Negro labor v/as no
Nep-roes citizenship, longer available,
because 57. The battlegrounds of the
c. The ex-slaves as a whole war were in the South,
v/ere un-^'-it f'or the 58. They could not a»-ree on
privilege of voting, the severity of the
because Reconstru-ction measures. ( )
-1 , TV-r- '1-'^ T r o. '-I f- ^- n. '^ R9 . '"^''^ ^ <^^^\ neans '.'.hich they
South used illegal means tried had failed. ( )
of keeping the Negroes 60. President Johnson advised
from voting, because them against doing so. ( )
e. President Lincoln declar- 61. Congress passed a la-zr
ed that the defeated reiving all the Negroes a
( )
(
(

The Neg;roes did '^no\r
how to use their newly
-^ranted freedom, because
The wh'^le industrial life 62.
of the South vas changed
a -'ter the -/;ar , bee -"'.use
Congress and President
Johnson quarreled because 63.
T"-^ ^^4-,,,,^,^^ '"southern
soldier found no xvorkers
of the kind to which he 64.
was accostomed, because
Johnson had been nominated
for the vice -presidency
because 65.
The death of Lincoln was
follower! by n-r eater anger
toward the South because
Northern men disliked the 66.
The Civi] s Bill was
passed by Conj^ress to 67.
o;ive the Negroes the
rights of citizenship
because
leading southern white
men could not do so. (
Some of the northern
congressmen thought
South ou^ht to be vvn-
ished more severely.
Four million Hegro slaves
had been set <^r^-n ?nd
were unwilling to work. (
Congress thought the
Negroes ought to be
protected from, their
masters. (
The Southern leaciers
wished to use a legal
method of keerinr- the
Negroes from voting. (
He tried to rrsake it
easier i^n^ his race to
becoT'ie educated.
The Republican convention
thought they v/ould xrirx
more votes for their
ticket if they had a

• n. :- '''^ Southern States
ref\iseci to ratify the
Fourteenth Amendment because
Military reconstruction
7'as adopted l^y Congress
hecs.use
C-o-'-ernraent by the irnorant
and vricked in the South
becane possible because
Laws reqiiiring voters to
be able to read and to
vrrite ^'"^.-rt^. passed in
several southern states
because
Booker T. Washington
became one of the great
leaders of Fegro progress
because
3 o ' 'h Vi r; y -f-i n n, n ' ^~ ,
68. Such measures lc;>oked
like a restoration of
slavery.
69. President Johnson
advised them not to
do so.
70. Booth, the assassin,
yjas known to be a
Southern sympathizer.
r
CmPTER IV
TOPIC: THE BEGINNING OF BIG BUSINESS^'
The Unit
Previous to the Civil ?<'ar the United States v/as considered one of
the world's leading industrial nations. The war acted as a check to
industrial ^^rogress. At its close, however, the growth of industries
became so great and so rapid that the United States soon found itself
the leading agricultural and manufacturing nation of the -vorld. The
great economic and industrial growth of the United States developed
along the lines of agriculture, mam^facturing, transportation,
communication, and merchandising. Factors making this possible were:
America's vast areas of fertile soil; its great forests; its extensive
natural deposits of iron, coal, and oil; and the remarkable inventive
skill and the business enterprise of American minds.
Delimitation of the Unit
There 7:ere several factors entering into the remarkable
achievements in agriculture in Am.erica following the Civil '7ar«
1. The Homestead Act had made available vast areas of fertile soil in
the ",7est.
2« Numerous labor saving farm m.achines vvrere invented or improved.
Some of these were mov/ers, reapers, binders, threshers, buskers,
gang plows, disk harrows, hay rakes, tedders, loaders, cutters,
tra-ctors, planters, diggers, spreaders, milkers, and cream
-45-
r
46
separators
.
Jith the establishment of experimental stations^ ap;r icultural
colleges, and f'^p '^Rpartment of Agriculture at '.Vashington,
j
agriculture made definite ^scientific advances.
Extensive irrigation projects did rnuch to promote agricultural
development in the semi-arid lands of the ".Test.
I
In the South the diversification of crops was an agricultural |
I
advance,
j
In manufacturing the United States became the leading nation of I
1
e world. There were four primary reasons for this.
The country possessed rich, undeveloped, natural resources, most
important of v/hich were immense forests, large deposits of coal,
iron, oil, gold and silver,
Americans were possessed with inventive skill and ingenuity to an
unusual degree, Som_e of the innuraerable labor saving machines
developed and used in factories during this period were for
spinning, v/eaving, cutting and sewing. Steam, shovels, traveling
cranes and hoisting machinery vrere invented for construction work.
The improvement of the process for the making o^ steel, the process
for refining oil, and the vulcanizing of rubber did much to pronote
manufacture
.
The deve^rp^ient '^f steam, gasoline and electrical power vrere very
important factors in the industrial progress of this period.
The com.ing of the large factory system.s increased production and
lowered the cost.
19
I
I
Improved means of transportation increased the ease and lessened
the cost of moving both raw materials and manufactured goods,
1. Railroad line? Y>^ere imr)roT''Pd p*^/^ ext^^nde'^ . A'^o^";?; hhese -'a"?
construction of the transcontinental railroad.
2. Electric cars replaced horse cars.
3. Automobiles came into use.
4. Aeroplanes vvere in the early stages of being practical,
5. Internal waterways were improved and the merchant marine was
expanded.
j.'eans of coiranunication improved greatly and thereby did much to
advance industrial progress.
1. Trai:ismission of vvireless m.essages was made practical with the
invention of the telegraph.
2. Trans-oceanic messages were made possible by the laying of the
Atlantic Cable.
3. The invention of the telephone made it possible to transmit spoken
m.essages over long distances.
Improved methods in the buying and selling of merchandise was a
definite part of the "Big Business" movement.
1. Merchants began selling their goods at narked prices.
2. Advertising of v/ares became a most important step in the selling
process
.
3. Many partnerships changed their form of oxvnership to corporations,
4. Departm.ent stores, carrying many lines of merchandise under one
roof J cam.e into existence.

5. Merchants achieved more fully than ever before, the idea of
rendering service to their customers.
Great banking institutions grev/ up to assist other industries.
1. They collected money, and made it available for loans,
2, They induced foreign capital to invest in Arierican enterprises.
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'^'^'aching Procedures to be Followed in Presenting This Unit
Liie first, class period is to be under the direct leaders^ir; of

the teacher. During this per i^'Ci he teacner v/ill present to the
pupils the iriineographed. assignment sheets. At the beginning of
ti''pr;e nre sori'^'S of stn.-i-.ernpnt f: contr "Sw ip'"- 'V"^- -.iences and
facilities of the present time with those of fifty years a,':o. These
statements are to forin the base for forum discussions during this
period. The next f'n^r 'eri-->'1s •T'^ to he used as laboratory periods.
Following this there v/ill be four periods for discussion and presenta-
tion. The mastery test is to be administered during the tenth period.
The Unit Assignment
Kovv" Did the United States Become the Les ' Industrial Hati'^'
.Yorld?
Introduction.— (Tvfenty interesting facts to be included on the
mimeographed guide sheet).
1. In 1864, at the close of the Civil "Tar there was no trans-
^ov,-(-TTiorif,al railroad. In 1900, there vrere five such roads.
Today there are at least seven.
2. Previous to 1860 it took at least thirty days for a message to
Y- r- r< ch -.he V""- a.nt i 0 coast from California * T^'ia"', f-hat c'
done in less than thirty seconds.
3. At the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1886, the first
bT cycle and ' '^o -pTi^st -f-pi p- '-r vir. v-o-v, -f-'heir a-^^' earance. At this
Exposition, the typev-Titer, the telegraph, the sewing machine,
the reaner and the automatic binder were such new inventions that
they were looked upon 7.dth great wonder.
4. In 1864, sewers in American cities were almost unkno7,7i.

There -/ere no elecui-ic lights until 1879.
6. The Atlantic Cable v.ras laid in 1866. It was ijnpossible to send
a cablegram to Eurore before that time.
7. Edison made the first phonograph in 1877.
8. The first electric car vms p^t in use in Richmond, Virginia in
1887.
9. Moving pictures made their appearance in 1897. They vrere silent,
short and crude at first. Pictures i.vere made to talk in 1927.
10. In 1865 the United States 7/as importing copper. Today, half of
the copper used in the world coro.es from, the United States.
11. In a single year now more iron is mined in the United States than
in all the years previous to 1865.
12. In 1865 there were no elevated railroads and there vrere no sub-
v;ays .
13. In 1900 a ten story building in Ilev/ York was looked upon v;ith
astonishment.
14. In 1870, steel rias alm.ost unknovm in the United States. About
the only use m.ade of it was for cutting tools, such as loiives.
15. The automobile has been in common use for only about forty years.
J-^ ""POO there vrere about 8,000 au.tomohi V-s in -'•he United States.
In 1915 there were 2,500,000. By 1955 there v/ere 21,000,000.
In 1905, Henry Ford's factory was a small shed, where he em.ployed
16. It was about fifteen years ago that radios first appeared in the
homes of our people. Even then they were ver;/' crude affairs.
School of Educat,U<
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17. The first successful flig^ht in a ht;> i. :r-than-air . aciiii.t
|
!
made by 7/ilbu.r and Orville '/Trip-Vit in 1903. That :-ras thirty-fiv-
i
years ap;o.
18. In 1900 there j^tre no hard-surfaced highways, such as we know
today. The roado then were narrow, dirty and rough.
19. Bathtubs were not in cor-rron use in American homes until the
prosperous days of big business following the Civi] y/o.r.
20. In about 1860 it v/as discovered that oil could be refined into
v<=^rosene arn -s«r! +o ''ip;ht homes, pr^rr-; .-i-^ 'v- that, candles
and whale oil ivere used for lighting purposes. Before 1900,
I
gasoline was not considered to be of any special value. In 1860,
j
less than a ndllion gallons of 'i"" —evr. -'•'oduced in the United
j
States in one year. In 1930 about 43 billion gallons •/ere
j
produced.
|
Questions and problej^ns.— Find as comyjlete an answer of solution
as possible to each of the following.
1. Use a dictionary to find the m.eaning of the follov/ing words: After
eac?i, wite its meaning on this assignment sheet.
1. Corporation
2. T-ru'.st
3. partnership
4. Resources
5 • D'' f i f T r- o -h * -".-p
6. Scientific
7. Consolidated

2. Ho'/i di'j. '..hi. Ho.niestead Act, paoscd C'^-'ii^r '.-ot; in 1862, hel£. .o
make the United States a land of opportunity? (b 1:451, and
S 1:546-547).
3. How did diversification of crops help to bring a return of
prosperity to the farmers of the South in 'be years following
the Civ5] Tar? (? T:/!R0>,
4. How did the Mormons succeed in making a prosperous
.
region of the
deserts of Utah? (B 1:451 and 453).
5. MaV*^ 3 '/ritten list of the -^i^'Terent kinds of farm machinery ?/hich
j
have helped to make possible the great agricultural achievements
of the American farmer during the last 75 years. (B 1:500-501;
B 2:472-474).
6. How has the farmer of the days since the Civil War been helped by
each of the following?
a. The Department of Agriculture at a'ashington?
b. The state agricultural colleges?
c. State experimental stations?
(B 2:477).
7. How has the United States government changed parts of the great
A""e-"icG>! '^f^-ev^ ' h^ '"'ert '^i^'^ "''•^e South into highly productive
farm lands- (B 2:4 78-479).
8. HoY7 did the small scale manufacturing plants of the days before
the Civil "ar M '^•f'p->- fr^^^ the lar^re factor^'' systerT ^h^ri- .-ame
after the 7far? (B 1:495).
9. Eovr extensive were the undeveloped natural resources of the
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United States at the close of the Civil "f'xr? Include in your
ansv/er such things as iron, coal, copper, oil, forests, fertile
lands and electrical power. (B 1:494, B 2:471, and S 1:566-569).
10. "fhy can it be truthfully said that the remarkable inventive skill
of the Americans, helped to make the United States the foremost
manufacturing nation of the v;orld* Prex'are a v/ritten list of
inventors who had a part in accomplishing this. Name their
inventions. (b 1:497-504, B 2:468-469; 472-474
;
484-485).
11. Explain how each of the following has proven a very great help
to the development of manufacturing industries.
a. Steam power (S 1:390-391).
b. Gasoline power (S 1:316).
c. Electrical power (S 1:618-619).
12. In v/ays as follov/s, compare a factory of Civi] '.'^r -^n-r; ^^.h a
modern factory.
a. Kind of ovmership such as individual proprietorship,
partnership, or corporation.
b. Size.
c. Styles and variety of machines used.
d. Lighting.
e. Safety devises.
f. Fire protection.
g. Sanitation.
h. ^Torking hours.
(B 1:495 and ^O^t ^07-^08; S 1:575-576).

13. The first oil :;ell in America was drilled by Edvj-in L. Drake near
Titusville, Pennsylvania, Describe hov/ the big and povrerful oil
companies developed from this small beginning. (B 1:495-497;
S 1:576-579).
14. Just vi'hy did the in-vention of Henry Bessemer play so important
a part in the gro'Arfch of the steel industry? (b 1:497-498;
S 1:571).
15» Andrev/ Carnegie and Henry C. Frick became partners in the
production of steel, "'/hat connection di-^; each have -vvith the
industry? (B 1:497; S 1:571-573).
16. The railroads had an important part in the building up of American
industries. Find out as inuch information as you can on each of
the following topics:
a. The difficulties encountered by the builders of the first
trans-continental railroad. (B 1:458; B 2:482-484).
b. Hov/ the railroads helped the farmers of the West. (B 1:459-
461; B 2:269).
c. Ho"-v small railroad lines v/ere consolidated into large companies.
(B 1:500; B 2:374).
17. In what v/ays did the coning of the electric railroads improve
transportation facilities? (b 1:499-500; B 2:483-484).
18. How did the discovery of Charles Goodyear help to make the
"horseless carriage" a success? (B 1:503).
19. Eo7i did the invention of the internal combiistion engine help to
make the automobile a successful m.eans of transportation? (B I: 502
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20, Read the ytory of the business success of Henry Ford. Be
prepared to tell your classmates about it. (B 1:503-504-).
21. Hovj- great has been the progress " ' - r transportation during
the period from 1865 to the present? (B 1:565-568; B 2:371-373;
S 1:617).
22. In 1860 it took at least thirty days for a message to he carried
from San Francisco to }le\i York. Today, it can be done in less
than one day. Make a v.Titten list of intftresting facts about
airplane service in the United States. (B 1:597; 638-639;
B 2;^r73; S 1:616-617).
23, In what 7/ays is the tel^'-'rarb an aid to business? (B 1:457 and
495; B 2:375; S 1:393-394),
24, In vv'hat v^ays is the telephone an aid to business? (B 1:498-499;
B 2:484; S 1:582-584).
25. ^/hy are the ocean cables of benefit to business in the United
States? (B 1:498; B 2:485; S 1:565).
26. The radio is the most recent means of communication. 'Vhat
services does it render to each of the following groups?
a. The farmers,
b. The manufacturers.
c. The merchants.
d. The financiers.
e. The transportation companies,
(B 1:638-639; S 1:618).
27, "'air hnv: the niethods of sellii^'^"' >r,ev,-v, i i ^ '--ro^Tvn i Vr ohanp"ed

from general stores to specialty shops, and then from specialty
shops to department stores, (S I:580-582),
28» Explain the meaning of each of the follovdng expressions:
a* Marked prices. (S I:581)«
b. Extensive advertising, (S 1:581; 612-613),
c. Depai^ent stores. (S 1:581-582; 613),
d. Installment buying. (S 1:612-613).
e« Chain stores. (S 1:613).
29. "What use do business men make of banks? (S 1:587).
30. IVhy have the big manufacturing and merchandising businesses of our
country become dependent, to a large degree, upon the great banlcing
institutions of Morgan, Rockefeller and others? (S 1:587-588).
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1. Casner and Gabriel, Exploring AJnerican History .
2. Chapman and vVhitney, The History of Our Nation.
3. Cornish and Hughes, History of the United States .
4. Paris, Real Stories from Our History .
5. Freeland and Adams, j^nerica and the New Frontier .
6. Gordy, Stories of Later American History .
7. Halleck, History of Our coxmtry.
8. Lefferts, APierican Leaders.
9. Hichols, Bagley and Beard, America Today.

10. Robbins, School History of the- American People .
1-1. H^'SS, A History of American Civilization .
12. , An Introduction to American Civilization
.
13. Our Country and Our People .
14. Tryon, Lingley, and ilorehouse. The Panerican People and Nation .
15. Vannest and Smith, Socialized History of the United States ,
16. '/Test and 7{est , The Story of Our Country.
Tentative time schedule for this unit .-- This unit will require
about two weeks of time.
First per iod, —-—Introduction,
Second period, -Laboratory procedures.
Third period, Laboratory procedures.
Fourth period,—-Laboratory procedures.
Fifth period, -Laboratory procedures.
Sixth period, —Discussion and presentation.
Seventh period,—-Discussion and presentation.
Eighth period, —-Discussion and presentation.
Ninth period,—Discussion and presentation.
Tenth period,——Mastery test over this' unit.
Optional related activities .— Pupils wishing to prepare some
related activity not included in the following list, may rlo so, after
having obtained the approval of the teacher.
1. '.Yrite a letter to the United States Reclamation Service,
"fashington, D. . ^'^r information concerning irrigation projects
undertaken by the government. VJhen your letter is v/ritten in

jTOod .•i',i;in(-jss ,;• -.-r!, submit it lo yjnr teacher 'or aj[.;r oval, tefore
placing it in the mail.
2. Write a letter to the United States Patent Office, "^Tashington D. C.
inquiring for information as to hovi a patent may be secured. TThen
your letter is vjritten in fr^ood business form, submit it to your
^-ear?er f'^r arnroval, befm^e -rlacln"" it "iri the rrail,
3. Kake a booklet shov/ing the development of vrater transportation.
Include in it a series of pictures either dravm of clipped from
magazines or papers shov/ing the progress made in the construction
of boats.
^, Prepare a booklet in ^rhich you shovj- hov/ railroad transportation has
developed and progressed.
5. Prepare a booklet in v/hich you shov/ the progress made in travel ard
transportation by automobile. This booklet may include in it the
development of highways as v/ell as automobiles.
6. Make either a booklet or a chart entitled "Our Forests". This m.ay
include a ma-n showing the five most important forest regions in
the United States; facts about the different kinds of trees grovm
in each; pictures of forest regions; and graphs comparing the
values of lumber produce^ -iMr-in^- 'lif i^ero-.-^ r-cviri'is of our country's
history. (S I; 567 and 604).
7. Make a booklet entitled "Steel and Iron**. It may contain written
or pictorial accounts of the mining of iron; its transportation
from thfc mines to the steel mills; the Bessemer process; pictures
of articles made of steel, such as rails, locomotives, steamships.

brid-'-es, macbi^nery, tall bv i] dinf-rs , anr'. vari^vs kin':ls of tools.
8. I/.ake a chart, v;hich you name "Useful Inventions of the Last Seventy-
Five Years". Label each invention, naming the inventor and the
date.
9. Two or three pupils may combine their efforts in preparing then-
selves to' sing any of the fol leaving songs to the rest of the class;
a. "The Railroad Cars are Corrdng". (S 1:593-594).
b. "Red Iron Ore". (S 1:594-595).
c. "Boll lYeevil Song". (S 1:625-626).
10. Ma2<e a chart entitled, "Oil". It nay take the form of a large
map of one of the chief oil prodiicing states. Paste or drav/ upon
it pictures of oil well derricks, and pictures shov/ing the chief
uses of such petroleum products as kerosene, gasoline, lubricating
oils, and fuel oils.
11. Make a booklet in v/hich have paste^-l nentT-^ ?F of the ^est
advertisements of merchandise that you can find in recent ne-iTS-
papers or magazines. Select only those advertisements which you
consider most attractive and appealing.
12. Make a booklet entitled, "lYater Power". In it you may show
pictures of ivaterfalls, and hydro-electric plants, and graphs or
charts depicting the developmeri-*- • "ater power in this country
since the Civil 'Jar.
13. Make a neat, enlar'^'^^d cf^toy of the map showing the territorial
growth of the United otstes. (B I;452).
14. ',Trite a two-page essay on "Scientific Farm.ing". Tell ;just how

the farmer is ?ielped by such agencies as '-^ ^ Tr- ^-sr--' states i
!
Department of Agriculture, state-agricultural colleges, 8,nd
]
state-experimental stations,
j
15. Make a poster shov/ing how a modern farraer makes use of labor-
saving mach5.nery.
j
16. Prepare a large outline map of the United States. Trace upon it
|
the routes taken by each of the following trans-continental rail-
imys; Union Pacific; Northern PacificJ Great Northern; Chicago,
Milwaukee, Saint Paul and Pacific^ Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.
{
I
II i'Label each. Ask your railv;ay agent for a copy of The Official 1
!l
Guide of the Railways". |,
ii
ji
17. Vfrite a story on the development of aircraft. Illustrate your
jj
!i
,1
story with pictures or drawings shoviring how aeroplane construction i|
I
has progressed since the days of the i'firight brothers at Kitty '
Hawk.
j
I
18. Prepare a three minute floor talk upon any one of the follov/ing
j
I
topics:
j
a. Cornelius Vanderbilt, America's First Railway King.
j
(B 2:374; 563-564).
b. Black Kettle's Last Stand. (S 1:540-541).
c. Red Cloud, Chief of the Sioux. (S 1:541).
d. Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull. (S 1:542).
e. A Struggle Among Small Farmers, C^.ttleyfir, a^r' Sbe^'j Herders |
t
for the Great Plains Region. (S 1:546-547).
|
f. A Home on the Prairie in the '70s and '80s. (B 1:453).
\
i
i
I
!
r
.(.
I1
62
The Pony Express Carries the Mail. (B 1:457),
t
I
h. The Roosevelt Dam. (B 2:478).
1
i. A Modern Factory. (B 1:513-514; S 1:37). i
!
J* Marshall Field, The Merchant Prince. (S 1:582). 1
k. John ?/anamaker. Founder of the Department-Store Idea. 1
1
(3 1:581). ji
ll
1. i
m. TToV': ^>•^f" Atlantic Cable Tss Laved. fS I'565).
n. Thornas 'Rdison The 7rtzard of Menlo Park. (S 8* 116-143^.
1
0. How Steel is Made,
1
P* Vulcanizing of Rubber.
i
i
q» The Modern Automobile Factory.
i
r
.
The inventor of Sewing Machines, i
s Luther Burbank, the plant "Jfizzard.
t. Alexander Graham Bell, and His Talking Skull. (S 8:99-115).
u. How the Telegraph v/s.s Invented. (S 8:82-97).
V. The Reaper. (S 8:68-80).
w« Harriman and Hill, Railroad Men (S 6:288-290).
i
19. Make a set of th-^ee original sketches in vj-hich you picbire some \\
of the conditions that made it difficult for the early settlers 1
1
to establish themselves in the ^Ifest. Suggestions are; fights
vfith the Indians; diff^ cities of travel over deserts and
#> mountains; diseases; and lack of farming equipment. (S 9:10-15).
20. Make a neat exact copy of any one of the maps to be found on
pages as follo'.vs: (S 1:540; S 1:566; S 1:570; S 1:577; S 1:598;
S 1:604; S 1:606; S 9:18; S 16:393; S 5:22-23; S 5:154-155).
1
1
1
'
1
1 1

21. Make an original poster on which you sh^-^ ^ - -odern machines
are replacing older ir.ethods of hard labor. For suggestions
see (S 1:602).
22. By rnakini: inquires of -ents, your librarian, and other
adult acquaintances, outside of school, find out vrhere your
state ai^ricult-aral college, and the nearest a^icultur al-
experiraental station are located. Find out v<'-hat services they
can t^ive the people of your community. Be prepared to report
yoxxr findings to the r'est of the class.
23 » Make a farm booklet of pictures c\it from magazines and papers.
On each page make a comparison bet'i-'^een some old-time farm condition
or acti-vity and the modern farm. For example, compare old-time
farm buildings vj-ith modern ones; compare earlier farm equipment
Tifith up-to-date machinery; compare crop productions of earlier
times with those of today.
Mastery Test
Iiultiple-choice type,-- In the statements given below there are
three or four suggested cornni et ions , Read each carefully, and then
insert in the space at the right margin the letter which precedes the
completion ths-t you v/ould choose as the correct one. The follovring
is an examtjle of the rvlt i'^^le-choi ce t'^^'^e o:^ aneshio^. St'.id'*'" it
carefully before you ansv>rer th.e questions, which follow it.
Example; Conditions which made life m.ore difficult
^^
-vvie South afte>- ^-''<^ rA^.^i "j-ar were
a. the unpreoaredness of the slaves for their
ii
-
!
!
e
1
freedom,
b« the lare;e stores of food supplies,
c, the willingness of the Negroes to work.
d. the friendliness of the North.
A business organization consisting of a nuinber
of firms or corporations formed mainly to
regulate the supply and price of goods is
called
a, a partnership
b. a corporation
0. a trust
d, divers if 5 cotion
The Homestead Act of 1862 helped to make United
States a land of
a, rich men
b, opportunity
c, small farmers
d, inventors
Diversification of crops helped to bring a
return of rirosperity to the farmers of
a. the West
b. North»vest
c. New England
d. South
The Mormons who settled in Utah brought
prosperity to the deserts of their region by
means of
a, irrigation
b, use of the reaper
c, drilling oil y/ells
d, planting wheat
rivrv'if thp ""art 7Fi years the TV-"-»-pri States has
become a great agricultural region because of

a. its mild climate
b. labor saving mchinery
c. the automobile
d. hydro-electric power ( )
6. The American farmer, since the Civil .Tar has
been greatly helped by
a. the Department of Agriculture at ".Tashington
b. bankers
c. large factory systems
d. the trusts ( )
7. The United States government has changed parts of
thr^ r-rea+: x^-^-^-r^ r^B.^ desert of the Tlest and South
into productive farm lands by
a, establishing experimental stations
b. erecting agriculture colleges
c. rotation of crops
d, irrigation ( )
8« The large factory system,s v/hich came after the
Civil War
a, had much labor saving machinery
b. employed much hand labor
c. employed few v/orkmen
d, vrere ovmed by individuals ( )
9, At the close of the Civil Tfar the United States
a. had highly developed coal fields
b. bour!;ht most of its coal from Nova Scotia
c. ranked first asnong the ra-^n.ons in the
production of iron
d. was producing a million barrels of oil per
day ( )
10, One factor v/hich helped the United States to
become the leading manufacturing nation of the
v/orld vms
a« scientific agriculture

b. its system of canals
c« its merchant ships
d. the inventive skill of Americans ( )
11» '.'lOlich ^f +-ViP f'oT 1 O'VT n rr f'fHr-.f.orr hp.r- r-yn^^'^V. T-^^.P-l-P
to be a very great help to the development of the
manufacturing^ industries in this countries?
a. Electrical pov/er
b. the corporation
c. price marking
d. the specialty shop
12. A modern factory compared with one of Civil TTar
days
a. has longer "working hours
b. employs fewer people
c. has more safety devices
d. is smaller
13, The first oil v/ell in America was drilled by
a. Henry Bessemer
b. John D. RockefelleT-
c. Henry C. Frick
d. Edwin L. Drake
14, The American v^ho by getting control of large
areas containing coal and iron ore made himself
the master of the steel industry was
a, Andrew Carnegie
b. Henry Ford
c« Cyrus McCormick
d. Cornelius Vanderbilt
15. The process of cheaply converting iron into
steel is named after
a, 't7illiam Kelley
b, Henry Bessem.er
c. J. P. Morgan
d. Cyrus Field

16. The short railroad lines of bhe hiast v/ere
consolidated into large companies by
a. Charles Goodyear
b. Wilbur TTright
c. Marshall Field
d. C^^'Tif^lius Vanderbilt ( )
17, The coruing of electric railroads improved
transportation facilities by being
a. faster than steam trains
b. more comfortable than steam trains
c. smokeless
d. able to carry heavier loads ( )
18. Charles Goodyear helped to make the automobile
a success by
a. the discovery of a vray to harden rubber
b. inventing a gas engine
c. inventing a process to refine oil
d. extensive advertising ( )
19. A factor making the success of the automobile
possible was
a, the invention of the internal combustion
engine
b« the loans from bankers to manufacturers
c. the many styles and types manufactured
d. the genius of Thomas Edison ( )
20. Henry Ford's success as a manufacturer lay in
the fact that he
a. had large capital
b. owned iron mines
c. advertised extensively
d. that he made a good product to sell reasonably ( )
21. Since 1865 water transportation for the United
States

\. has not developed as rapidly as I'ind
I, r an s portat i on
has been mostly on the Atlantic Ocean
c. has exceeded transportation by rail
d. is "lore expensive than land transportation ( )
22. The fastest means of travel in the United States,
today, is by
a. automobile
b. steamship
c. aeroplane
d. electric train ( )
23» The best means of sending short business messages
is the
a. telegraph
b. telephone
c. airmail
d. radio ( )
24. The best means of sending long, urgent business
messages is the
a. telegraph
b. telephone
c. airmail
d . radio ( )
25. The cable is of great value to the business men
of the United States because cablegrams
a. are cheap
b. save time
c. make letter witing unnecessary
d. save sending a representative to Europe ( )
26. The radio is of great service to many business
concerns because it
a, is an effective means of advertising
b. is a cheap means of advertising
c, gives the stock-market reports
d. provides employment for many people ( )
1
changed from
a. home selling to general stores
b, department stores to general stores
. department stores to specialty shops
J. from specialty shops to department stores
28. Purchasing • '^^ -^^andise and payinj^ in
part, at stated intervals is known as
a. service in selling
b. buying of department stores
c. installment buying
d. buying at marked prices
29. Bankers serve manufacturers and merchants by
a. selling their stock
b. making loans to them
c. helping them advertise their goods
d. charging them interest on loans
30. One of the most r'^--r^,--{'^ji banking institutions
in the country is that controled by the
interests of
a. Glen Curtis
Richard E. Byrd
c, Andrew Carnegie
d. J. P. Morgan'
Completion type ,— In each sentence below a word
or name is missing as indicated by the three dashes.
Yrite the missing words or names in the space for the
answers at the right margin. Below is an example of
the completion tj''pe of statement. Study it carefully
before writing four answers.
Example* The high tarriff after the Civil '/"far was
sxipported primarily by the party. (Republican)

31. The c)iL'.ib';e from home manufacturing to the factory
system has caused more people to live in .
32. An important phase of the Industrial Revolution
';;as the change frora hand labor to — - labor.
33. The invention of the is largely responsible
for our present system of hard-surfaced highvmys.
34. Follovfing the Civil War the introduction of a
system of — - farming helped to bring prosperity
back to the South.
35. The -— Act induced m.any settlers to go to the
farming lands of the 'fast.
36. The early settlers in Utah made the farm lands of
that region highly productive by means of —
.
37. Congress provided both money and lands to help
build the Union Pacific —-.
38. At the close of the Civil '^far nearly all of the
factories in the United States v/ere ovmed by
individuals or by —
.
39. John D. Rockefeller united under one head many small
— companies which v/ere competing with each other.
40. One of the first great trusts vias the Oil
Com.pany
.
41. The Bessemer process was as important to
manufacturing as the reaper vms to v^heat growing.
42. In order to manuf acti^re steel profitably both

limestone and — - are needed in ad^Ution to cheap
iron ore. ( )
43. — - was called the "Merchant Prince". ( )
44. The building up of the -— v/as greatly aided hy
the trans-continental railways. ( )
45. The inventions of Cyrus made possible the great
vtrheat farms of the West. ( )
46. The first, electric street car was invented by . ( )
47. Steel 7/as first made profitably in the State of — ( )
48. Henry Frick was the first to recognize the
importance of the use of in the manufacture
of steel. ( )
49. State stations have greatly aided the farmers
of America in making our country a great
agricultural nation. ( )
50. The remarkable — genius of Americans did m.uch
to create the rannf n cturing successes of the
United States. ( )
51. The invention of the internal combustion engine
v/as one oi t/»ro iact;ors t,o maice xne —— — successiui. ( J
52. —- discovered the process for vulcanizing rubber. ( )
53. The —- store idea for selling merchandise i-jas
originated by John Wanamaker. ( )
54. During the age of "Big Business" manufacturers
and merchants have com.e to depend upon the assistance
r
of ,STnb as ,T , p. T.''ov'Tn->- ,
^ ^
55. The most recently development for comnunication,
and one extensi-<rely used by modern business concerns
is the —-, ( )
Match in r type . In the column at the left you v/ill find
descriptive expressions. In the column at the ri;;ht
you will find persons' navaes, ],:atch the correct
description in the answer space at the right margin. An
example of the matching type of question -Pollovrs, Study
it carefully before you undertake to answer any of these
questions.
Example
;
a. A Chief Justice v/ho was formerly 1. Franklin D. Roosevelt. ( b )
president.
b. A^'thor of the "New Deal".
c. Free silver advocate, 1896.
d. Inventor of the cotton gin.
a. America's greatest inv-entor.
b. Famous New York banker.
c. Inventor of the reaper.
d. Inventor of the aeroplane,
e. Head of a great steel trust.
f . T-Tea'^ o.^ a -v'.^at pn'to-v^^-i le
industry.
g. A famous American aviator.
56. John D. Rockefeller ( )
57. Cyrus McCormick ( )
58. Ar^T^evr rarne^'ie ( )
59. Elias Howe ( )
60. William Kelley ( )
61. Cyrus Field ( )
62. Alfred Vail ( )
1i
i
1
1
i
I
i
1
i
i
[
1
1
i
!
1
1
i
!
i
1
1
1
!
1
1
'
!
h.
.]•
k.
1.
m.
n.
Founder of a great oil company. 63.
The man who laid the Atlantic
Cable. 64.
The inventor of the steam engine. 65.
Founder of the first textile
mill in the United States. 66.
Founder of the department-
J,,ilt^'=!r T'l i-rl-iO.^nV
J. P. I/organ
rlenry C. Fricl''
( )
( )
store idea.
Inventor of sewing rncl-ine.
Builder of railroads in the
"Test.
Inventor of the telegraph.
First to talk over wires.
Inventor of a process for
changing iron into steel.
r. Recognized the value of coke
in the manufacture of steel.
-1 r "'^lailroad King".
t. The "plant ?fizzard".
u. Designer of hydro-planes.
V. "Merchant King" of Chicago,
Hero of rnary Indian fights.
X. Assistant to oa:;:uel F. ' -
V. First to drill an oil well
Edwin L. Drake ( )
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
Henry Ford ( )
Marshall Field ( )
Edward Harrinan ( )
Henry Bessemer ( )
Richard E. 3yrd ( )
72. Cornelius Vanderbilt
73.
74.
75.
76.
77,
78.
79.
Wilbur Wright
( )
John lYanamaker ( )
Alexander Graham
Bell ( )
Thomas A. Watson ( )
Samuel F. B. Morse ( )
Glen Curtis ( )
General Custer ( )

in America. 80, 'p^- -r'-^r p^, Vriisor
z. American v/ho made the same
discovery as Bessemer.
(«:. Assistant to Alexander Graham
Bell.

CliAPTSR V
TOPIC: TIIE UiaTED STATES III AN AGE 0? II.'PERIALISM
The Unit
George Y/ashington in his Farewell Address gave a TOLrning to the
United States not to meddle in European affairs. He reasoned that the
interests and relationships involving the countries of Europe v/ere not
of great concern to the united States • Therefore, the Ainerican people,
during the early years of the nation's existence, at least, should
restrain themselves from becoming involved in the disputes of
Europ^fin nations. For about a hundred years, our government tried hard
to follow his advice. In 1823, President Monroe issued his famous
statement in which he told Europe to keep her hands off the Americas.
Following this it became the established policy of the United States to
attend to its own affairs, and to almost completely ignore other countries,
unless they sought to interfere with, or to set aside, the doctrine of
Monroe. During McKinley's administration the United States did two
things directly opposed to its former policy. First, it interfered vrith
the affairs of Spain and of China. Second, it obtained possession of
territory outside the limits of continental America. As a result of
these two things, the United States became a world power with greatly
increased responsibilities* As a vrorld power, the United States is no
longer isolated from the rest of the world. Its histoi-y becomes more
definitely a part of world histoiy.
i

Delimitation of this Unit
One of the major steps which the United States took on its v;ay
to 7:orld power was its part in the war with Spain, the influences
1. The people of the United States sympathized vT-ith CiAha in her
struggle for independence.
2. American investments in Cuba were in need "^^^'tection
.
3. Am.erican lives in Cuba v/ere in need of protection.
4. Strong anti-Spanish feeling was created in the United States as a
result of the sinking of the Battleship Maine.
5. The United States was beginning to acquire imperialistic tendencies,
as a result of great expansion of industrial development with its
resultant need for nevj- markets.
There v.^ere several significant events in the Spanish Am.erican '.'ar.
1. The o^i-ert act bringing on the v/ar was the sinking of the "Maine".
2. This was followed by Dewey's swift victory in Manila Bay on May 1,
1898.
3. On July 4, 1898 there occurred the decisive Araerican naval victory
at Santiago.
4. The American land forces in Porto Rico, Cuba and the Philippines
vrere successfiQ against their Spanish foes.
5. In the final treaty of peace, Spain yielded all claim to Cuba, ceded
Porto Rico and Guam to the United States, and sold the Philippines
to the United States for twenty rdl] ion dollars.
Several post v^ar events showr the extent of the influence and power of

the United States due in part, at least, to its acquisition empire,
1. In 1901 '"lan government acce'' ' ' - ^lemandr • : -^^ : j^r..--'
States in the peaceful settlement of its de.bt dispute with Venezuela.
2. In 1904 President Theodore Roosevelt declared that the United States
nust accept res pons ibilit.y for the international policing of the
American republics, if it was to continue the Monroe policy.
3. S anto Dom5.'»"'f';o, Haiti, and Ficaragua became protectorates of the
United States,
4. The United States was successful in establishing the so-called
"Oner ^r^r^y D-^ii'f.Ti" n >•, China. ''^^•'"^Tse it '^'i"''^ ^^•'^ yn-^ <-rn china
dismembered by European countries, with resultant trade rights to
those countries, which would be denied to the United States,
List of Readings and Materials for the Teacher
History texts. (Basal),
1. Leonard, Arthur R., and Jacobs, Bertha B., The Nations History .
p. 539-585.
2, .Yoodburn, James Albert, and Koran, Thoroas Francis, Elerrentary
American History and G-overnment . p. 245-246, 413-440.
History Texts, (Supi-jlementary )
,
1. Casner, Mabel 3., and Gabriel, Ralph Henry, Exploring American
History
, p. 681-709,
2.
^ and , -, E >:p 3 or in g Arrer i can
History, Teachers T^anual . p. 75-77; 115-116; 178-180^
3. Chapman, Henry Smith, ani .Vhitney, Orrello C, The History of
Onr IJation . p, 420-450.
4. Cornish, Hubert R., and Hughes, Thomas H. History of the United
States , p. 467-489.
5. Freeland, George Earl, and Adams, James Truslow, America nnd the
Frontier, p. 557-579.
I1
1
I
I78
6* Gordy, Vdlbur F. Stories of Later American rlistory, 299-309;
323-332,
7» Halleck, Reuben Port, Eistory of our Country , p« 434-444.
8« Hart, Albert Bushnell, Source Eook of jUmerican History, p. 373-397»
9, Lefferts, V^alter, Ajnerican Leaders, Eook II . p. 2 97-310; 330-345
•
10# l.lonroe, Paul, arid Miller, Irving E», The jU^erican Spirit a Basis
for V^orld Democracy , p. 74-76; 79-86; 89-90; 133-137,
11, Nichols, Roy F», Bagley, Valliam C», and Beard, Charles A»,
Ajnerica Today , p. 13 1-144
•
12, Robbins, Charles L,, School History of the AJnerican people ,
p. 461-475.
13, Rugg, Harold, A History of American Civilization , p, 561-586,
14, A History of AJaerican Government and culture ,
p. 432-446";
15, Tyron, Rolla M., Lingley, Charles R,, and Morehouse, Frances, The
American people and Nation , p. 617-631,
16, Vannest, Charles Garrett, and Smith, Henry Lester, Socialized
Histor^^ of the United States , p, 535-548,
17, Vv'est, Ruth and Ttfest, Vfillis Mason, The Story of Our Countr;^r ,
p, 464-495.
History workbooks and study guides,
1, Chadivick, G, E«, Comprehensive Guidebook and Manual for AJr^firif-an
History, p • 104-llS,
2, Leonard, Arthur R., and Jacobs, Bertha S., Student's Record ,
p. 273-298,
3, Stormand, M. J., Study Guide Tests in American History, Part Tvro*
p, 83-85,
4, Vannest, Charles carrett, Workbook in United States History ,
p, 203-209,
5, Vfebb, Walter P,, A Workbook in United States Histor^i^ for use -with
the Growth of a Nation, p, 135-136*
f
6. "^est ^nd "'^llace, Orir Covtntry's Story, p, 1R9-172.
7, .Vilson, Hov/ard E., and Tilson, Florence K., ./orkbook in United
States History -for T^jc-her r^rades . p. 161-163.
The Teaching; Procedures to be Foil r .-fid in This Unit
The first^ class meeting is to be developed as a period for reviev/
and for research of American foreign policies. The class is to be
broken uj:' into ten committees consisting of t.vo to four members each,
r'ach committee is to be assigned a research problem, relating to the
foreign relations of the United States previous to 1898. About fifteen
m.imates v/ill be alloi/zed for this tj'^pe of 7/ork, after ivhich each
comiaittee will be allovj-ed one or tv/o minutes for making a report of
f5r'"lini^s on its assicrned riroblem. The remainder of the period vrill be
used to consider and discuss cooperatively the incidents and questions
v/hich are. presented in the beginning section of the guide sheet. Class
reriods tvro to five inclusive, are to be used by the pupils for
laboratory vrork. Periods six to nine inclusive, v/ill be discussion
periods. The m.astery test over this unit "vill consum.e the tenth period.
The Unit Assignment
Hov; ar ' "^---y-' United ^jtates Become a Tor Id power?
Introduction.— Mach of the following reviev;^ and research problem.s
is to be vTitten on a separate piece of paper. One Yfill be dravm by
each of the committees assigned to research v/ork during the first class
period.
1. A.t the close of the P e-rrolut i orjf r;"" "'ar, tho American "-".fice
commissioners m.ade a separate peace treaty .vith iingland. In doing
i
80
'^ ey violated out tr't^-r>ty i-n'th France. Eovi did they violate
thiL trt^aty? Why di^' Lucy io go?
2. During John Adams adr.inistrati on, French interference vrith Americar;
connerce v/as brought to a satisfactory settlement for the United
States after two years of naval vmrfare, ",7hat y.^s this settlement
and how v;as it reached?
3. R-^ p '^5 splay of force in 1805, Thomas Jefferson inaur-«=>^ t^-*^ --i^-a+'^p.
of Tripoli to stop preying upon American shipping. Vihat were the
incidents of this affair and the exact outcomes?
4. After t'.vo years of v/arfare disastrous to •'-Vif^ 'v.T'f>p.q ^-f '-Vio T"n*f-^
States, in the 'Yar of 18] 2, England ceased to impress Aiiierican
seanen although she made no agreement not to do so. Just vThat sort
" a settlernent was made?
5. The boimdary dispute betv/een Maine and New Brunsv/ick ^i'ts-s settled
v^ithout clash of arms. How was this accomplished?
6. TXiring the Civil 3ar a United States ^varship stopped a British ship
to rem^ove from it tvro representatives - of the Soiithern Confederacy,
"'or this President Lincoln apologized to England. ^ ^' +>ie
President feel that an apolog;/ was necessary?
7. The so-called Alabama Affair rith England v/as settled peaceably.
How was it settled?
8. That was the international situation that provoked President
T'onroe to proclaim his famous "Doctrine"?
9. The Monroe Doctrine was used against France to stop her interference
in Mexico. Explain just how this was accomplished.
I

10. T'-" rr^l^.-oo "Tio nt^- i e -Tas used a.r^ainst Or^^a-^ Br-i/hain to settle a
boundary dispute in Venezuela. Explain ho./ t.,is vms acc^'
^"
'
•.
(The part of the assignnent which follo^ws is to be presented to the
:'-pils by means -^^ ^'-"j '•imeographe-l -i:Ae sheets).
On several occasions, quite recently, pupils of our school have
trespassed, while at ^^lay, upon the property of persons who live
nearby. More than once these pr--' --^ . ....-rs have v/arned ^^^r principal
that school children 3re not to come upon their land. Consider the
follo7/ing questions and be prepared to ansvfer them to the best of your
understandings.
1. Have property ovmers a right to forbid trespassing?
?. -^at legal rights have these property ovmers if pupils ignore their
vrarnings?
3. Did President Monroe have any right to warn European nations to
keep "hands off" ^-^'^ ^^^ericans?
4. Just what did happen when some European nations ignored the
warning of Monroe?
5. Can you .justify the action -'-^ e United States in these incidents?
Let us consider another situation. Suppose some father v/as
severely beating and abusing his small son. A neighbor witnesses the
punishment that the boy is receiving and realizes that the child nay
be badly crippled as a result.
1. jfov.ld fHe neighbor be iustified in interfering?
2. vYould the neighbor be .iustified in using force against the father.
'3. If the father, in beating his son v;as at the same time destroying

some his neighbor's [yr'rty, -'ov!! +-ho -o'- • .-'r>or ho v,i i-^i.-'
in interfer infj?
4. "Then Spain abused Cuba, did the United States have a right to
interfere?
5. Did the des-i by Strain of American ovmed property in Cuba
justify the interference of the United States?
Quest ions and Problems .— Find as complete an answer or solution
as possible, to each of the follovidng. Then, wite neatly in your
notebook such notes and statements as may be necessary to show your
findings or conclusions for each.
1. By using a dictionary find the definition of the words that follov.'^.
Then v/rite sentences in y:>ur notebook shovring the correct meaning
of each word.
a. Doctrine
b. Imperialism
c
.
Territorial
d. Interfere
e. Policy
f Treaty
Frontier
h. Irritation
i Annexation
A^o'ress ion
k. Intervention
1. Overt
1!
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
I
1
1
i
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
-
!
m. Violate
n. Offense
o. Defense
2. Just ViThy did l^esident Monroe issue his famous Doctrine?
(B 1:504-307; B 2:245-246).
3. "hat lep;al right has the United States to enforce the Monroe
Doctrine? (B 1:306-307; B 2:245-246).
4. Has it any moral rip;ht to do so? (B 1:306-307; B 2:245-246).
5. 7lhy Vifere conditions in Cu.ha a source of irritation to the United
States during the latter part of the 19th century? (3 1:245-246;
B 2:413).
6. In vr.i.r judgment, v/ere the circumstancrs o"-'' -^p.cts connected
the sinking of the battleship Maine sufficient to provoke our
vmr vfith Spain? (B 1:546-547; B 2:413-415).
7. Had Cuba been located off the coast of Africa, v/ould there, in all
probability, have been a Spanish-American 7far?
8. From your study of the texts to v.^hich you have been referred,
'vould you say bhat the United States v;as imperialistic in 1898?
(B 2:422-423).
9. In 7/our opinion v/as the destruction of Americaoi ovmed property in
Cuba, of itself, a sufficiently good reason ."or declaring vj«.r upon
Spain?' (B 1:546; B 2:413).
10. '"hat part, if any, did the need for ne-v .-^arVnts ^'or American-made
products play in the declaration of \7ar against Spain?
11, .'fhen the United States declared T?;ar upon Spain did it have the

annexation n^ba in Mnrl? (~< T:B47-548; r52-553).
12. Did the United iitates have any real need for extending its
frontier into the Pacific?
13. Describe the overt act v.'hich started the Spanish-American "'or,
(B 1.446-447; B 2:413-414).
14. can you iustify Admiral Dewey's attack upon the Spanish fleet in
Manila Harbor? (B 1:548; B 2:415).
15. To what factors can you attribute the success of the American
fleet over the S-nanish fleet in the Atlantic?
16. Hov/ successful were the American land forces in
a. Cuba? (B 1:548-551).
b. Forto Rico? (B 1:551-552- B 2:416).
c. The Philippines? (B 1:552; B 2:416).
17. To v/hat extent did the final treaty of peace with Spain result
in increasinr^, the territorial possessions of the T-'r^'-'-eH States?
(B 1:552; B 2:416).
18. Did the United States violate the prinr. ' -if the Monroe
Doctrine in taking possession of ^^^^ ilippines? (b 1:552).
19. Do you think that the United States had either a legal or a
moral ri?,ht to buy the Philippine Islands and- govern "the people
without their consent?
20. "/hat is the present political status of the Philippines in its
r^ri r^i-'i '-^_s'^ '-> -i-o 1-he United States? (S 10:373-374).
21. In your opinion was the part of the United States in this war
one of defense or one of offense?

it gave Cuoa its independence?
23. did John Hay advocate the "Open Door" policy/ v/ith China?
(B 1:577-578; B 2:420).
24-, How has the v.- or Id at large benefited from this policy? (B 1: 577'
578).
25. HovY y/as tiie L.onroe Doctrine ri.sei against tn.e German rovernnent
in 1901? (3 1:554-555).
26. To vrhat extent does the United States maintain a ri^-ht to
interfere in Cuban affairs? (S 10:211; 374).
27. From the follov;-ing list of factors, select those which have
helped to make the United States a worl" ''ov/er: size, v^ealth,
products, ideals of its people, arrny, navy, corarnerce,
imperialistic desires. Defend your choices.
28. Has the United States, as a v/orld pov/er, a greater moral re-
sponsibility in world affairs than has a small pov/er?
29. Would you say that, since 1898, the United States has reversed
its form.er policy of non-aggression and of non-intervention
in Old ^Torld affairs?
30. Can you think of any conditions which exist today that make it
practically impossible for the United States to keep out of
Exiropean and Asiatic affairs?
"References for pupil use,—
History texts. (T^asal),
1. Leonard and Jacobs, The Nations History,

2. '.Toodnan and Moran, Elementary American History nnd Government.
History texts, (ouppleruent ary )
.
1. Casner and Gabriel, Exploring American History .
2. Chapman ard ililiitney. The History of Qu.r Na+-.ion .
3. Cornish and Hughes, History of the United States.
4. Free land and Adams, America and the New Frontier .
5. Gordy, Stories of Later American History .
6. Hal leek. History of Our Country .
7. Hart, Source Book of American History .
8. Lefferts, American Leaders
,
Book Tv/o
9. Honroe and Miller, The American Spirit A Basis for Vforld
Democracy.
10. Nichols, Hagley and Beard, America Today .
11. Roobins, School History of the American People.
12. ^ur,g, A History of American Civilization.
1Z-, , A History of American Government and Culture.
14. Tyron,Lingley and Morehouse, The iunerican People and Nation .
15. Yannest and Smith, Socialized History of the United States .
16. "Jest and 7fest, The Story of "Ou.r Country .
Tedtative time schedule for this unit .—» This unit v/ill require
about two ii.neeks of time.
First period, - Introduction.
Second period, - Ijaboratory procedures.
Third period, - Laboratory procedures.
Fourth period, - Laboratory procedures.

Sixth period, - Discussion and presentation.
Seventh period,- Dis evasion and presentation.
Eir-hth period, - i^iscussion and presentation.
Ninth period, - Discussion and presentation.
Tenth period, - Mastery test oirer this unit,
Ojitional related !?. ctivities ,— Pupils may obtain teacher
approval of other .related activities of their ovm choosing.
(Activities given here are filed on three by five cards).
1. Make a wnritten list of the disputes and misunderstandings we
have had with other nations from 1776 to the present time, ivhich
have resulted in war. Determine as accurately as you can the
total number of years our country has spent in y/ars,
2. Make a v/ritten list of the disputes and misunderstandings we
have had v/ith other nations from 1776 to the present time,
that were settled by some other means than vrar. State in each
case the method of settlement used.
3. Tv7o or three pupils may combine their efforts in preparing them-
selves to act as leaders in a panel discussion on the topic:
It is no longer possible for our country to follow Washington's
and Jefferson's advice in regard to remaining aloof from
European affairs. (S 1:711; S 2:115-116; 120-121; 125-127).
4. T'/zo pupils Fiav i-ioor' r-g-f-e in ''rer)ar i:"'^ a debate iirin-n o"r>ro?" T+e
sides of the question. Resolved: That the United States has a
right to enforce the Monroe Doctrine,
iI
5. Prepare a three minute floor talk upon the atti i.de of Latin
America toward the Monroe Doctrir^ ' 16:478; 485-486).
8, Imagine you v/ere a Japanese, 'Trite a letter shov/ing why your
nation had a right to demand a "Japanese Monroe Doctrine" over
I.Tanchuria or Mongolia, or the Philippines.
7. Make t^//o carefully draim maps, one of the Panama Canal Zone and
t>ie other of the Philippine Islands. (S 1:697; 791; S 2:^36;
S 10:213).
8. Prepare a booklet about the Hawaiian Islands. In it you may
include a map of the islands, a brief history, a story of its
industries, and pictures which sho^v hov/ the people work and
live. (S 2:429; 497; S 10:129-130; S 11:467; 473; S 16:466-470).
9. Prepare a one-page -.vritten report on the presidential
achievements of ifilliam McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt. (S 5;
323-332; S 8:297-310; 330-345; S 14:595-607).
10. .I'rite a paragraph about each of the follo^ving^telling how it
came into the possession of the United States: Porto Rico,
Havmii, Phi liprines
,
Guam, Sanioa, The Virgin Islands, Alaska.
(S 1:695-706; 3 13:434-446; S 16:464-475).
11. Prepare a one-page argument on the topic: The Philippines
should not be granted their independence at this time. (S 10:
373-374).
12.. Make an attractive r,ooklet in v/hich you advertise the industries
and t -voducts of the Philippines. (S 4:561-562; S 12:569-
572).

13. T'B.ke -I. r!'^''+: ^r^'o of -i-be r.Tir 1 . on vrhxrh ^/-on i^aV^ tb<^ Frixhed
States and its possessions stand out in color. (o 1.5:546).
14. Prepare a three rainute floor talk on the achieTrements of General
Leonard 77ood in Cuba. (3 2:''''R-^?"- 1 ^. -a rr.A r,n\
^
15. Prepare a three minute floor talic on the purposes of the Pan-
American Union. (S 16:477; 479-481).
16. Prepare a display of stamps of the island possessions of the
United States and be able to report briefly about the events
pictured on the stamps,
17. Make a Samoan house in minatiire. (S 1:684).
18. Draw a time line representing the years betiveen 1897 and the
present year. On tbfi ri.-'^^t of the line^ letter in t':''e nares
of our island possessions so as to show the years in v/hich
they v/ere acquired. On the left of the line letter in the
words to indicate their o-r'-pr ovmers,
19. Shov/ by means of a graph the increase of United States territory
during the period covered by this unit.
20. Read to the clas$ "Hobs on and the Merrimac" and "Dev/ey at
Manila Bay both of which can be found in Evan's America
First"^ p. 414-422. (See reference shelf).
21. '.Vrite a nev/spaper editorial in vrhich you uphold the "Open Door"
policy. (S 15:540; S 16:487-490).
22. Make a set of four picture posters in each of vrhich you
advertise some product of one of our island possessions.
27), Make a display for the bulletin board of a set of nev/spaper

clippiiT^s relatinf" to oiir territorial possessions. ATroid
sensational itens,
24, Make a collection of songs and music, vj-hich v/ere popular at
the tipie of -^he -an * -American '.Tar. (S 1:708).
25, Make a cartoon in which you depict the different ways by
which nations may decide a. dispute,
2S, Make a cartoon or series of cartoons in v/hich you shovv- the
various causes that led up to the Spanish-American War. (S 2:
422-424).
27. T.'fo or three rupils, cooperating, may volunteer to act as
a committee to take charge of the bulletin board displays,
and any other displays that may be built up in cooperation
v/ith all the class during the progress of this Unit,
Mastery Test
Ki- Itiple-choice type,— In each of the statements given
^elow there are three, four or five suggested completions. Read
each carefully, and then insert in the space at the right margin
the letter which precedes the completion that you would choose as
the correct one. The following is an example of a multiple-choice
type of question. Study it carefully before answering the questions
f^iven below.
Example; The United States obtained the Louisiana Territory in the
same v;ay that it obtained
a, Texas,
b. Porto Rico

c. Alaska .
d, Samoan Islands.
The United States obtainr-^^ f^a-^/aiian Is!'-^ ''r-
in the sair,e v.-ay that it obtained
a. the Philippines.
b. Alaska,
c. Texas.
d. Louisiana Territory-.
e. the Virgin Islands.
The beginning of the acquisition of territory by
the United States beyond the boundaries of the
continent came as a result of the
a. Boxer Rebellion.
b. Tforld 'far.
c. first Venezuela .affair
.
d« need for a canal at Panama,
e. Spanish-American lar.
Of the American possessions in the Pacific the
nearest is
a. Guam.
b. Hawaiiam Islands.
c. Samoa.
d. the Philippines.
e. Wake Island.
The cause of the destruction of the Maine v/as
a. an accidental explosion.
b. ar explosion planned by the Spanish.
c. an explosion planned by the Cubans,
d. undetermined .
The Philippines acquired by the United States
at -^y.e close of the Sr-ar?\sh-American "Tar V'8.ve
been
a, granted independence,
b, retu.rned to Spain.

c. exchanged v:ith another country for land
elsev/here
.
d. admitted as a state to the United oto.t':^2,
e. sold.
The importance of the Venezuela boundary dispute
lay in the fact that it
a. shO';/ed the world that England v;as tryin- to
expand in the Americas.
b. showed the world that England v/as ri-ht in
her claims
.
c. proved that republics are stronger than
monarchies
d. marked the beginning of a period of quarr^^^r^-
betYJeen England and the United States.
e. brought the attention of the world to the
Monroe Doctrine, and seciired its recognition
by "^nr'land.
The United utates began to realize the need for
the Panama Canal when
a. the age of steel began.
b. the gas engine vms perfected.
c. John Hay succeeded in establishing in China
the "Open Door" policy.
d. Alaska was purchased.
e. the United States became involved in the
Spanish-American Tar, and as a result
acquired new xjossessions in both the Atlantic
and the Pacific.
The American Victory in the Spanish-American Tar
Y.ras rrimarily the result of
a. the attacks of American . ^"orces on
Spain.
b. the endurance of the American army in long
seiges.
c. the successes of the air forces.
d. the successes of the navy.
e. help given the Americans by the French.
The Spanish American Vfer

a . v.'a s of no par t i '^ r ^ i r. ' c •^'^ '
United States.
was of no particular s ignil'icance to the
world.
c. ushered in a new era for ':^ur country,
10. By the "Open Door" in China we rp.ean
a. that we shall h9.ve special trading
rights there,
b. that European countries shall have
special rights there.
c. that the p^rts of China are to be kejt
open to the trade of all countries,
11. The principal leader of the so-called
imperialists in 1900 7/as
a , Bryan
.
b. McKinley.
c. Roosevelt,
d, Tilson.
12. The United States acquired the Hav^/aiian Islands
by
a, purchase.
b, conquest.
c, annexation at their request.
1."^. During president Cleveland's administration
the United States settled a dispute vrith .
England about the boundaries of
a. the Panama Canal Zone.
b . Canada
.
c. Mexico.
d. Venezuela.
14. The "Open Door" policy/ for China proposed by
a. the United States.
b. England,
c. China.
d . Japan
.
e
. Germany
.

lo« tresiden-. Tl.eoclore Roor. ' Ke l onroe
Doctrine to settle a debt dispute between
Venezuela end
a. Enr^^lejrid,
b . Germany
.
c. France,
d. Russia. ( )
Matching type ,— In the exercise below you v/ill find, at
the ''^•^tj B colurin contaT" *!-- ^'--o --a-ies of persons related to this
unit. In the colurnii at trie rip^;bt you v/ill find descriptions.
Match these tv70 colurrn by v/riting] the numbers of the correct names
in tVie spaces at the right. An example of the matc'.i ;;^ ^-JV^
question follovfs: Study it carefully before you undertake to ansv/er
any of those questions.
Example:
a. A Chief Justice 7/ho ^ms formerly 1, Eli 'vhitney
president
.
b. Author of the "l\Iew Deal".
c. Free silver advocate, 1896.
d. Inventor of the cotton gin.
a, Theodore Roosevelt.
b. Commodore Perry.
'ill iam. McKin 1ey
.
d. Admiral Cervera.
( )
16. Secretary of
State, vrho secured
e. Geor,p;e Dewey.
f. Adpiral Sampson.
g. William G. McAdoo.
assent '-•^ ' -^e chief
powers to the "Open
Door" policy, (
17. American officer in

h. J.'-.v-ri 'la-"-.
i. As^iinaldo.
2 . Leonard 7rood.
V. 'Talter
3 . Nelson A. Miles
.
command of - the
Atlantic fleet
v/hich defeated
Cervera's ships
near Santiago. (
.
)
18. An American naval
officer, v:ho opened
Japan to communica-
tion vrith the v/orld.
( )
19. A^'^rican medical
officer, v/ho became
military governor of
Cwhe. . (
20. Filipino patriot. )
21. American naval
officer ' ^ corutnanded
the American fleet at
Ifanila in 1898. ( )
22. Comjnander of the
Spanish Atlantic
fleet in 1898. ( )
23. United States leader
of the expedition to
x: ^, y. .1. ^ • o n
, ( )
24. A Roughrider. (_^
'

otates, vv'hen v/ar was
declared on .Spain, (
Completion type.-- In each of the "'^Vin-ving sentences one -n-ri
is missing, ^rite that word in the space at the right of the
staterpent
.
26. '6, siiould .'Iways have a broad point of in our
thinking about foreign relationships. ( )
27. Our country's history is but a part of the history
of the — . ( )
28. In our study of oi^r historical relationships vrith
other nountr T , --e sVi •'ild seoV to discover the
true —
( )
29. As a world pov/er our towards the sraller American
nations have become greater. ( )
30. As a world pov/er it is practically impossible for its
to m.aiiTtain a policy of complete , ( )
True or false type.— The follovn.ng statements are either '
or false. Place
-J
sign in the blank space at the right margin of
those statem.ents which ^rou consider to be true. Put a 0 in the
blank space for those that are false.
31. The destruction of American cities along the Atlantic seaboard
7;as one of the rrinc^rial objectives of Sranish ^ridlitar"' and
naval operations during trie Spanish American V/ar. ( ^
32. The naval battle at Santiago resulted in improving the

kico and the home base in Spain. (
33. Dewey's position in the '/restern Pacific after the
outbreak o-T' ^>^e Spanish-Arner icaji War 'O^' •>•>~r-•r^.-^-,v.^=•,-.o^
b:'- his nearness to American naval bases. (
34. The island possessions of the United States have a
commercial value and some are outposts - '-r^ence, (
35. The Spanish-American "[far slightly more than half
as long as the Civil Tar. (
36. The United States possesses Porto Rico, and has the
right to intervene in the domestic affairs of Cuba, (
"^7
, Because the United States had done less fight in vrith
Lngland than "with any other nation, the controversy
over the AlJ^ham claims v/as settled hj arbitration. (
38. Our country violated the Monroe Doctrine in taking
possession of the Philippines. (
39. The Monroe Doctrine is the corner stone of our foreign
policy. (_
40. The Monroe Doctrine proclaims against territorial ex-
pansion in the Americas, (
41. Our country has al..ays adhered to V/asbington ' s policy of
keeping out of foreign "broils fand vrB-vs** , (
42. Our country has alv/ays adhered to the policy of
I'onr oe , (
43. Because the Spanish were rroven to be responsible for
i1
'i
1
1
1
!
j
1
-
-
•
-
1
c
i
!
i
!
1
i
L
\
1
i
1
i
justified in declarinfi war on ipain. (_
44. Because large amounts of Americ-^'n money v/ere invested
in Cuba was sufficient reason for '"vr •vo-<^v>-, r of, to
demand that Spain withdraw from Cuba, (_
45. From 1900 the United States has been confronted with
world problems, (_
46. -Ve have needed a strong navy since the Spanish-American
"Tar . ( )
47. The United States has never been isolated from the
affairs of the .world; it is not now; it cannot be in
^-c :^i).ture. ( )
48. Because our government disfavored the "Open Door"
T;olicy, we lost the markets of China. ( )
49. In 1898 and 1899 our country v/as imperialistic. ( )
50. Our moral responsibilities under the Monroe Doctrine
are greater than our legal responsibilities. ( )

Key to Mastery Test for the Unit on
"The Union Reconstructed", Chapter Three
1. (c) the freedom of the Negroes.
£• (c) generous treatment of the defeated by the winner*
3. (a) what treatment should be given the freed Negroes.
4# (d) arbitration.
5. (c) the securing of control of their local governments,
6» (a) providing for the ex-slaves.
7. (c) to give aid to needy IJegroes.
8. (d) the citizenship of the Negroes.
9» (a) a refusal on the part of the Southern States to pay their war
debts
•
10. (b) friendly.
11. (c) unfriendly.
12. (d) the debts were illegal.
13. (b) it did not fully trust him.
14. (d) it is gi*anted the ri^t by the Articles of the Constitution.
15» (b) President Johnson advised them against doing so.
16. (d) he was more tactful.
17. (c) to frighten the Negroes from voting.
18. (d) orders from president Hayes.
19. (a) Southerners of rather poor character, who sought political
office for personal gain.
20. (d) he ignored the Tenure of Office Act in his attempted dismissal
-98-

of Mr. Stanton, the Secretary of Tar.
21. (d) Tennessee
22. (c) made citizens of the freedmen.
23. (a) a Northern radical in Congress,
24. (a) make the ex-slaves v/ork.
25. (d) rendering aid to the needy Negroes.
26. (c) responsible for the idea that the Southern States had no
rights that the North v/as boimd to respect*
27. (0
28. (b)
29. (d)
30. (e)
and
31.
32. if)
33. (h)
34. (n)
35. (o)
36. i^)
37. (e)
38. (c)
39. (1)
40. (j)
41. (d)
42. (m)
•1
i
i
'
' ' i
1
!
j
I
j
i
1
i
43. Freedom.
44
.
Fourteenth Amendment.
45. (s) Disqiialification.
46. (s) Andrevf Johnson.
47. (s) Andrew Johnson.
A O48. (q) Rutherford B. Haynes.
AO Jtiooicer i. vvasningxon.
50. John '/Wilkes Booth.
51. (t) Charles SujMier.
52. CO Carpet-Bagger 8.
53. (c) The ex-slaves as a y/hole were unfit for the privilege of
voting.
54. (e) President Lincoln declared that the defeated Southern States
should never pay any part of their war debt.
55. (f) The Negroes did not know how to use their newly granted
freedom.
56. (g) The whole industrial life of the South was changed after the
war.
57. (a) The Northern soldiers returned to homes little disturbed by
the ravages of war.
58 » (h) Congress and President Johnson quarreled.
59. (d) The white leaders of the South used illegal means of keeping
the Negroes from voting.
60, (b) The Southern States at first refused to rat if;/ the Amendment
giving the Negroes citizenship.

61. (p) Grovernnent by the ignorant and v;ioked in I'he South became
62. (o) Military reconstruction was adopted by Conp;ress,
63. (i) The returned Southern soldier found no work of the kind to
which he vms a ecu storied.
64. (m) The Civil Rights Bill was passed by Congress to give the
Negroes the rights of citizenship.
65. (q) Laws reqinrinr voters to be able to read and to i/vrite v/ere
passed by several Southern States.
66. (r) Booker T. 7/ashington became one of the great leaders of Negro
progress
•
S7. (j) Johnson had been -nominated for the vice-presidency.
68. (1) Northern men disliked the Black Codes.
69. (n) Most of the Southern States refused to ratify the Fourteent'-i
Amendment
•
70. (k) The death of Lincoln was followed by greater anger tov/ard the
South.
Key to Mastery Test for the Unit on
"The Beginning of Rig Business", Chapter Four
1. (c) a trust.
2. (b) opportunity.
3. (d) South.
4. (a) irrigation.
5. (b) labor saving machinery.
6. (a) the Department of Agriculture at ifashington.
*1
1
1
1
1
1
f
7. (^^ -; P-a+.ion
.
8. (a) had much labor saving machinery.
9. (b) bought most of its coal from Nova Scotia.
10. the inventive skill of Americans,
11. (a] electrical pov/^er.
12. (o] has ir.ore safety devices.
13. (d] Edv/in L. Drake.
14. Ca] Andrew Carnegie.
15. Henry Bessemer.
16. Cornelius Vanderbilt.
17. (c: smokeless.
18. (a; the discovery of a vmy to harden rubber.
19. i^] the invention of the internal combustion engine.
20. that he made a good product to sell reasonably.
21. (a] has not developed as rapidly as land transportat
22. (c: aeroplane.
23. (a: telegraph.
24. (o; telephone.
25. (b: save time.
26. (a: is an effective means of advertising.
27. (d: 1 from speciality shops to department stores.
o . i installment buying.
29. 1 making loans to them.
30. (d; 1 J. P. Morgan.
31. Qities.

32. machine,
33. automobile,
34. diversified or scientific.
35. Horaestead,
36. irrigation.
37. Railway.
38. partnerships.
39. oil.
40. Standard.
41. steel.
42. coke.
43. Marshall Field.
44. 'Afest.
45. McCormick.
46. Thomas Edison.
47. Pennsylvania.
48. coke.
49. experimental.
50. inventive.
51. automobile.
52. Charles Goodyear.
53. department.
54. bankers.
55. radio.
56. (h) Founder of a great oil company.

57. (c ) Inventor of i-Vie reaper.
58. (e ) Head of a great steel trust.
59, (m) Inventor of the sev/ing machine.
60. (z) American, who made the same discovery as Bessemer.
61. (i
)
The man vrho laid the Atlantic Cable,
62. (x) Assistant to Samuel F. B. Morse.
63. (t) The "Plant Wizzard".
64. (b) Famous Nev; York banker.
65. (r Recognized the value of coke in the manufacture of steel.
66. (y) First to drill an oil well in America.
67. (f Head of a great automobile industry.
68. (v) "Merchant King" of Chicago,
69. (n) Builder of railroads in the West.
70, (q) Inventor of a process for changing iron into steel.
71. f ET )\ o / a famon!^ A.merican aviator.
72. (s The "Railroad King".
73. (d) Inventor of the aeroplane.
74. (1) Founder of the department-store idea.
75. (p) First to talk over v/ires.
76. (&) Assistant to Alexander Graham Bell,
lit ( 0 ) Inventor of the telegraph.
78. (u) Designer of hydroplanes.
79. Hero of many Indian fights.
80. (a) America's greatest inventor.

Key to kastery Test for the Unit on
"The United States in an Age of Imperialism", Chapter Five
. (c) Texas,
2. (e) Sra^ish-Ame^'i r:an '7ar ,
3. (b) Hawaiian Islands.
4. (d) undetermined*
5» (^) granted independence,
6, (e) brought the attention of the vrorld to the Monroe Doctrine, and
secured its recognition by England.
(e) the United States became involved in the Spanish-American 7/ar
and as a result acquired new possessions in both the Atlantic and
the Pacific.
8. (d) the successes of the navy.
9. (c) ushered in a new era for our country.
10. (c) that the ports of China are to be kept open to the trade of all
countries
.
11. (b) McKinley,
12, (c) annexation at their
13. (d) Venezuela,
14, (a) the United States.
15. (a) England.
16. (h) John Hay,
17. (f) Adm.iral Sampson.
18, (b) Commodore Perry.
19, (o) Leonard 'food.

20. (i) Aguinaldo.
21. (e) (rCorge Dewey,
22. (d.) Admiral Cervera,
23. (l) Nelson A. Miles,
24. (a) Theodore Roosevelt,
25. (o) lYilliam McKinley,
26. view.
27. wor Id
,
28, facts •
29, resDon s ibilities »
30. isolation.
31. False,
32. False
33. False
•
34. True
,
35. True
36. False
37. False
38, False
39. True •
40. True
41. False.
42. False
.
43. False,
44, False,
1•
1
(4
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45. True.
46. True.
4 7. True,
48. False.
49. True.
•50. True.
1 i
i
\
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